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ABSTRACT
In 1966? J « C ® R o 11 e r p ub I i she d a id1.1 no 11 s a r t i e I e e n. -
titled Generalized Expectancies f or In tor rial versus External
Control of Reinforcement in which the theory of locus of con¬
trol was expounded in detail. A person is said to he internal
if he perceives reinforcements or outcomes as contingent upon
his own behaviour, effort or action® If, on the other hand,
he believes what happens to him is determined by fate ? luck,
chance or~some unpredictable forces rather than his own con¬
trol, he tends to be external. At a. glance of the numerous
literature on locus of control, one could easily find that
this personality variable is indeed very instrumental in
explaining the behaviour of a person,
The main purpose of this study was to find out the re¬
lationship between locus of control on the part of Hong Kong
secondary school students and their level of anxiety (with
a high level of test anxiety being a common phenomenon in
Hong Kong's educational setting) and aspiration while con¬
trolling for socio-economic status.
The method used in this study was basically a survey
research. A questionnaire consisting of two scales and three
sets of questions was administered to 600 Form Three students
who came from 12 secondary schools —— three hoys5 , three
girls' and six co-educational schools in Hong Kong.
Results of the partial correla t Lo :i revealed thai sul •
jects' locus of control did correla! e s i ;:ni ficantly wi.i;h
their level of anx 1 ety and aspira lion T wi tb external s tudrr-
being found to he generally more anxi.ons :tnd have a lower
level of educational expectations and occupational ambition«
Through analysis of variance, it was found that more control¬
ling parents, to be exact, having morn controlling mothers
was an important determinant that often led. to external
children. Whereas results of the present; study suggested
that the hypothesis that there is no significant difference
in locus of control between students of different levels of
socio-economic status could not be rejected, the hypothesis
that there is no significant difference in locus of control
between male students and female students was rejected at the
0.05 significance level. Girls were found to be more external
than bovs on the whole.
CHAPTER I : INTRO DUO T'f ON
S t a t e rn © n t o f t h e P r o I»1 e mdiI—Irunlr 1!..—.——-—---1.1M'-»•«f Ittx.•!-«'•-r J.U»'W-4t -•
It is widely known that many Hong Kong: students are
anxious about their studies in general, and have test anxiety
in particular The results of a survey conducted by the Hong
Kong Counselling Centre for Students and published in Via Is Kin
Yat Po on 28tls July j I98X showed that 8,3.1$ of all form three
students felt anxious, mainly because of the fear for failure
in examinations9 especially in public examinations, thus de¬
priving them of the opportunities of furthering their studies
The highly competitive and examination-oriented education
system is no doubt a main contributing factor leading to this
unhealthy phenomenon, but of no less importance is a person¬
ality variable, the locus of control, that may also be large-
ly accountab 10 for s tude 111s tes t anx 1 e ty
In the past two decades, a number of studies have in¬
vestigated t he r e 1 a t i o n s hi p b e i w e e .n p e r c e p t i o n. o £ 1 o c us o t
control and anxiety. 311 was generally found that anxiety and
external locus of control tend to be positively correlated
(Allen et al., 1970- In other words t the greater the extern¬
al tendency of a student, the more anxious he will be. This
may be largely due to a lack of control on the part of the
external students over their environment,
Gurin et al, (1969) conducted a. research on students'
level of aspiration and they found thai external students are
ronerallv associated with a lower educational expectation andI.)
aspiration. Whether this relationship also exists in Hong Kong
remains to be investigated. On the other hand, although the
majority of Hong Kong students have a high, level of aspiration
there is, it seems, still a difference in this respect between
students of the well-to-do families and those who come from
the poor families. Indeed, it is generally assumed that a
studentfs level of aspiration is often affected by the socio-
economic status of his family. It is quite evident that if
students come from the middle class, their level of aspiration
will likely be supported by many variables, such as availabili¬
ty of models and positive self-image. For those who come from
poor families, however, there are usually much fewer variables
that are favourable to support their level of aspiration,
Since socio-economic status may also have an impact on a
student's level of aspiration as well as level of anxiety,
it will be much more desirable to partial out the influence
of this factor before assessing the effect of locus of con¬
trol on students' anxiety and level of aspiration.
Results of a number of studies (ewg Baumrind, 1966 ;
Coopersmith, 1967) suggest that there is a strong relation¬
ship between parents' child-control pat tern and their child¬
ren's locus of control. At the same time, Shaw and Uhl (197!)
reported that locus of control and socio-economic status
(SES) are correlated. To be specific, lower SES tends to
produce external children On the of foe I: sex on locus of
control, McGinnies1 (.197) study showed i;ha t females were
more external than males 11 will bo of la feres t to find out
whether SES» sex and parents• child-rear 1 j.-.y patterns do aff¬
ect s-tv'-.dents' locus of control in the Hong Kong setting.
Purpose of ttie JStikIy
The main purpose of this study is to find out the re¬
lationship between locus of control on the part of Hong- Kong-
secondary students and their level of anxiety and level of
aspiration, whi1e controX1ing for soc1o-economic status„ 11
is hoped that the results will enable the school counsellors
to have a better understanding of the problems of the students
in these two aspects, so that suitable advice and guidance
could be provided, accordingly• The study also intends to ass¬
ess the impact of parents' child-rearing patterns on students'
locus of control» Finally, the author would like to find out
whether socio-economic status and sex affect a student's in¬
ternal and external locus of control,
Originally, the author was also In teres ted in studying
the correlation of locus of control with academic performance
of Hong Kong secondary school students« However, it was later
found that the factors that influence students5 academic cor-j.
formance are too varied and complicated in the situation of
Hong Kong« For example, achievement motivation, intelligence,
diligence, family and social backgrounds, cultural norms, the
type and standard of the school the student is attending, the
quality of the teachers and their methods of teaching, and
many other factors can have a significant impact on stud¬
ents' academic performance. We can therefore safely assume
that the contribution, if any, of locus of control to differ¬
ences in academic performance in the situation, of Hong Kong
is very small. Indeed the results of the pilot study conducted
by the present author show that the correlation between locus
t
of control and students' academic performance, controlling for
socio-economic status, is insignificant. The results also re¬
veal that academic performance is negatively related to in¬
ternal locus of control (partial correlation coefficient ~
-0.0758, p 0,243), which is contrary to the findings of
most Western studies on the subject. The lack of standardized
tests in Hong Kong by which students' academic performance
can be measured must be an important factor affecting the
results of the pilot study. Because of the above reasons, the
study on the correlation of locus of control and academic
performance in Hong Kong was dropped.
S-i gni(Mcanco of the SIud
This study should be of practical value to both edu¬
cators and school counsellors in Hour; urno;, If locus of con¬
trol were found to be s igni f icantly roil a ted. to manifest
anxiety and level of aspiration, then suitable guidance and
counselling would be very much needed to help solve the pro¬
blems of the external students„ At the same time, by identi¬
fying possible causes (such as more controlling parents) for
e x t ernal c o n t r o 1 o n 111 e p a rt of t h. e s t u d e 11.1 s , r e me dies c o u 1 d
be suggested so that hopefully, they will become less ex-
ternal in tlieir percepti.on of locus of contro 1,»
The results of the present study may be very useful in
view of the analysis which controls the effect of socio¬
economic status (SES) Thus reaching beyond the impact of
SES, perception of locus of control could be used to account
for students5 test anxiety at school and their different
levels of educational expectation and aspiration. In case ex¬
ternal students were found to be generally associated with a
higher level of anxiety and a lower level of aspiration than
internal ones, these psychological difTerences in the two
groups of students could also shed light on external students
social behaviour, adjustment problem and their relations with
others„
De f in it i on s
Loens of Control
Locus of control refers to the extent to which indivi¬
duals believe they can influence the outcomes of situations.
An internal control person perceives events (both positive
rewards and negative punishments) as being consequences of
his own behaviours, actions, efforts or skills, and therefore
they are under his personal or self control, If, on the other
hand, he perceives a reinforcement or outcome as being con¬
trolled by the environment or forces outside him, such as
luck, chance, fate, powers beyond his control, etc., he is
said to have a belief in external control« In other1 words,
he holds the belief that his own behaviour cannot determine
the occurrence of the outcomes, or reinforcements, he seeks.
Beliefs in internal or external locus of control could
be important determiners of the reinforcing effects of many
experiences. If, for instance, a person, thinks he has no con¬
trol over the rewards or punishment he receives, then he has
no reason to modify his behaviour in order to change the pro¬
bability that those events will occur, Rewards and punishments
will then have lost their reinforcing function, since they
will not be as effective in strengthening or weakening a
person's response.
In the present study, the subjects' locus of control
is measured by Rotter's Internal and l:;x tornal Locus of Control
Scale (Rotter, 1966),
Anxiety
Theoretically speaking, anxiety is a conscious experi¬
ence as well as an unpleasant or painful, reaction with bodily-
concomitants of which the individual is aware„ The term anxi¬
ety as used in the present study refers to an emotional con¬
dition on the part of the students in which there is fear and
uncertainty about school tests and examinations as measured
by the 30-item Test Anxiety Scale for Children (Sarason,i960)
Level of Aspiration
This refers to the sub j ec ts ? educationa 1 expec tations
11
and career ambition in the future. It is measured by, among
other things, the subjects' certainty of pursuing further
education after Form 3? their belief that they will or will
not successfully enter a university, and their future desired
occupation.
Socio-Economic Status (SES)
This term refers to the social and economic position
of the subjects1 families It is measured by the total mon¬
thly income of their families, as well as the educational
level, occupation and position of their parents.
8more Controlling Partin s and. Less Controlling Parents
In Hong Kong, most parents do exercise a certain de-
gree of control over their children. In the present study,
the term more controlling parents is defined as those parents
who are more dominating, critical and rojocting. At the same.
time, their disciplines are often in carisistent. They are, on
the whole, less accepting, democratic and realistic. They
show less love, concern, affection and trust to, and provide
less encouragement for, their children, On the other hand,
the less controlling parents refer to those who show more
love, concern and nurturance to their They do not
exercise hostile control over their sons and daughters, and
are less dominating, rejecting and inconsistent,
The table on Page 9 (Table i) is a comparison Of
the characteristics of the less and the more
controlling parents as defined in this study.
Table 1
Less Controlling and More Con trolling Parents:
A Compar1son of' Their Cbarac teristics a
Le s s C o n t r o 111 n g P a r e n t s«...x More Controlling Parents
More permissive and demo¬
cratic
More controlling (or control-
1 i ng t1 lrouh guiIt), f orbi d-
d i n g 9 d o m J. n a t i. n ga u t h o r i -
tarian, or even excess or
h o a 111 e c o n t r o 1 .
More suggestive, encouraging More directive.
inde pe nde nt t hinking and
intellec tual s timulation.
More tolerating .
More acceptingunthreatening
More supportive (helpful and
e rno t i o na 1 s up port) .
More nur turant ( vmrm aiid
loving).






Re gu1ating be havio ur.
Re j e c t i n g 11 it e a t; g n i ng.
C r i t i c a 1 v i r r 11 a t .i ng.
Wi ~k h f 1 v n w i n.o- ro] a hi our .
Less consis tent (.1.n discipline '
a n d p i 0 d i c t a b 1 e .
Less rea11stic expectations.
Ne gativ e a11itudeeva1uation.
Nagging.
Table 1 (Cont'd)
Le s s C o a tr o 11 i ng a nd Mo re C o a tr o 11 i n ft Pare n t s :
A Comparison of Their Characteristics.
Less Controlling Parents More Con troll in,or Parents
S11owinft concern.
S haringinvolving






CHAPTER II : RBVIBW OF TUB RBLATqj LITiORATlLUiO
Theories on Locus of Coi tro1
The concept of locus of control (internal and external
control of reinforcements) was developed out of the social
learning theory (Rotter, 195), Rotter conceptualises intern¬
al-external control as a generalized expectancy which is
based on past learning © He argued that; this variable is ins¬
trumental in understanding the nature of learning in different-
kinds of situations. He assumed that poop!e are different in
the degree to which they attribute reinforcements as due to-—j
personal control„ To measure interna1-extornal control, he
devised a scale which has been, employed in a number of studies
related to locus of control (Lef court., 1.9 61; Rotter, 1966).
In socia1 1earn1ng theory (Ro11er, 195 1955? 1960),
a reinforcement acts to strengthen an expectancy that a parti¬
cular behaviour will be followed by that reinforcement in the
future• Once an expectancy for such a behaviour-reinforcement
sequence is established, the failure of the reinforcement to
occur will reduce or extingusih the expectancy. It is hypo¬
thesized that when the reinforcement is seen as not depend¬
ent upon the subject's own behaviour, its occurrence will not
increase an expectancy as much as when it is seen as contin-
gent. On the other hand, its nonoccurrence will riot reduce an
expectancy so much as when it is seen as contingent. It seems
likely that individuals will differ in the degree to which
they attribute reinforcements to their own actions, depending
of course upon their history of .reinforcements.
In his famous article Generalized Expectancies for
Internal versus External Control of Reinforcement, Rotter
(1966) summarized the broad findings of a number of studies
as follows:
If subjects perceive a situation as one in which luck,
chance, fate, powerful others or experimenter control
determines the reinforcements, then they are less likely
to raise expectancies for future reinforcement as high
following success, as if they perceived the reinforce¬
ment to b© dependent upon their effort, skill, ability,
behaviour, action or personal control. In the same way,
they are less likely to lower expectancies as much after
failure. If they perceive a task as luck, chance, or ex¬
perimenter control, they are more likely to raise expec¬
tancies after a fa 1.1 ure or to 1 ower them af ter a s ucces s .
Generally speaking, under ski 11 conditions, behaviou.r of
a subject follows what might be considered a more logi¬
cal or commonsense model. Subjects usually differentiate
learning situations as internally or externally deter¬
ra ined. Triey a 1 so differ in a genera. 1 iz0d expecta 11 cy 1 n
how they regard the same situation. Such generalized
expectancies can be measured and are predictive of beha¬
viour in a va.ri.e ty of s i tuations 1 r
In other words , wtien a person p• rcei ves a reinf orcenjerit
as contingent upon his own behaviour, the occurrence of either
a positive or negative reinforcement will strengthen or weaken
potential for that behaviour to recur In the same or similar
situations. If, on the other hand, he sees the reinforcement
as being outside his own control, that- is depending upon luck,
chance 9 fate, powerful others or unpredictable, then the pre¬
ceding behaviour is less likely to be sfcrengthened or weak-
e ne d,
Studies of Rotter, Liverant and Crowne (1961), Bennion
(1961) and Blackmail (1962) revealed that subjects are more
likely to see a sequence of reinforcements as not being
chance controlled when the percentage of reinforcements sig¬
nificantly deviates from a 50-50 percentage in a right-wrong
situation, when the sequence of reinforcements appears to
have a pattern, when unusually long sequences of one or two
alternative events occur, and when variability of perform¬
ance is minimal in a task allowing for scores along a
c o n t .i nuum«,
Locus of C ontrol a! i •: 1 • a (I cirri c Perf or nr! n e i
A number of curlier studies have .i. rives tigatod the re¬
lationship between perception of loco, of control and academ¬
ic performance sinee the publication of the Color nan report
(Coleman et al, 1966) Coleman and his associates found in
a large-scale study of the U.S. school-children that belief
in personal control of academic rewards was a strikingly pre¬
dictive variable in relation to academic achievement, This
finding is strengthened by the evidence that internal per¬
ception of locus of control is systematically related to be¬
haviours which increase the probability of successful academ-
ic perfor:nances.
In their study, Crandall e t a J. a (1962) found that in-
«
ternal boys had higher reading achievement test scores, but
they did not find a significant relation for girls 0 Chance
(1965), however, using third through seventh graders, found
internal!ty to be positively related to reading, arithmetic,
and spelling achievement test scores for both sexes.
Significant relations between internality and report
card grades of high-school students (grades 6, 8, 10 and 12)
were reported by Crandall et al. (1965) =. They propounded that
a belief in self-responsibility for both successes and fail¬
ures is likely to constitute a motivational influence upon
achievement performance and thus should predict behaviour ori
tasks where motivational factors account for a. relatively
large proportion of the variance over and above ability or
acquired knowled go Tt ?. e s t ud e n t wh o f e 1 s r e s p o ns i b 1 e f or
his success and failure should show greater initiative in
seeking rewards and greater persistence in the face of diffi¬
culties . Mor e ov e r, as p o s t u 1 a t e d by Le f c o ur t {19 6 6) , i n t e r 1la 1 a
are able to see reward contingencies and to react to them in
an appropr ia te mariner , whi 1 e ex terna 1 s f ai 1 to r e cogni ze t he
contingencies available to them Thus the child with an ex¬
ternal locus of control nay well have a high value placed on
success in reading, but may not be able to perceive reward
contingencies (rewards that may be gained) and therefore may-
fail to achieve success in reading. Other studies (Chance,
1965; Crandall et al.f 1965) also revealed that internals
spent more time in intellectual activities,, exhibited more
intense interest in academic pursuits, and scored higher on
intelligence tests and other academic tests than externals.
In a review article, Rotter (1966) pointed out that
the relationship between the tendency to perceive vhat happens
to a person as dependent upon his own actions and greater mo¬
tivation in achievement is generally supported, although pre¬
diction was not consistent for boys and girls using the In¬
tellectual Achievement Responsibility scale (Crandall, 1962).
Generally, internals would show more overt striving for achie¬
vement than externals who feel that they have little control
over their rewards and. punishments« but Lefcourt (1967) re-
ports that externals were more achievement conscious than In¬
ternals when informed that achievement reinforcements were
available, suggesting that the lack of goal-striving' beha¬
viour of externals was due to their being less perceptive of
reinforcement opportunities rather than to a lack of moti¬
vation .
Results of McGhee and Crandall's (1968) study demon¬
strate that both males and females who scored higher on the
Intellectual Achieve mani Responsibility (TAR) variables also
had sig 11 ificant1 y hig! 1 €3r report-card grado average in schoo 1»
They explained that the degree to which a child believes that
his own behaviour is responsible for his academic successes
and failures will affect his instrumental effort to obtain,
these g o a I s . The c hi 1 d w ho f e e 1 s t ha t s u c e e s s o r fai lur e i s
a consequence of his own behaviour should ahow greater initi¬
ative in seeking intellectual rewards and greater effort and
persistence in intellectual tasks and. situations. On the other
hand, the external child who feels that his rewards and puni¬
shments are given him at the whim or design of other people
or circumstances has little reason to exert effort in an at¬
tempt to increase the probability of obtaining reward and
av o i d i rig pun i s hm e n t,
11 j e 11 © ( 19 7 0) pr edic ted t h a t i n t e ri : a 11 y c o n tr o 11 e d o 1. -
lege students would obtain significantiy higher grade point-
average (GPA) than externals. The result of his study yielded
a TCof 2.98 (elf = 2, p 10.25) indi ca t:i ng marginal support
for the prediction, while GPA means for males (2 48) and fe¬
males (2.4l) did not differ significantly. Similarly, find¬
ings we re report e d b y Lao (1970) w h . s e d a t a (N = 1, 493) r e «
vealed that internals perform significantly better than ex¬
ternals in academic pursuits.
A number of other studies also examined the relation¬
ship between locus of control and academic performance. The
findings of Chance's (1971) study, for example, suggest thai
IAR scores and achievement test results remain related with
internals performing significantly better in the achievemenl
test, even when the effect of general intelligence is held
cons taut.
Shaw (1971) found significant rela tionship be twoen 1o-
cus of control and success in reading only in the white upper-
middle socio-economic level (SEL) group. He explains that in
the upper-middle SEL home and in the school, the importance
of reading is stressed repeatedly to the young child It is
very early put into his value system with a high positive va¬
lence. In the other groups studied (lower SEL whites and
blacks), reading may not be stressed so highly in the home,
even though it may be stressed in the school, so that the
ch.i3.d fails to incorporate the importance of reading into
his value system, tfith no particular value assigned to the
importance in reading, whether the child is internal or ex¬
ternal in relation to his locus of control would have little
bearimr on his achievement
Evidence of another study (Joe, 197-1 ) indicates that
although internals tend to manifest greater interest and
effort in achievement-related activities than do externals,
predictions are not consistent for both boys and girls usin;
the XAR scale. He therefore urged further laves ligations on
sex differences.
Controlling for IQ, Nowicki and Strickland (1973)
found that internals performed significantly better than ex¬
ternals on achievement test scores (t~3®78 df=48). Test-
re test reliabilities for a 6-week period are O.67 for the
8 -11 - y e ar - old grou p (N -98) a nd 0.75 f o r t; h o s e in t h e 12 -15 -
year-old group (N=5)
Data collected by Allen (1970 imply that internals
produced reliably better performance on the academic outcome
measures. The achievement of external subjects usually de¬
clines sharply in a course which stresses student control of
contingencies as in a personalized instruction (a semi-
autonomous, self-pared education),
Drawing a stratified random sample (N--2,438) of the
to ta 1 popu 1 ati.on of ninth grade J'ewis h s tudents in Israe.1,
Bar-Tal et al, (1980) discovered that internals have signi¬
ficantly higher academic achievement than externals.
Locus of Control and Anxiety
Results of several studies (e.g. Butterfield, 1964;
Ray, 1968) suggest that externals describe themselves as
anxious, less able to show constructive responses in over¬
coming: frustration, and more concerned with fear of failure
than with achievement per se. Internals, on the other hand,
describe themselves as h more concerned with, achievement,
more constructive in overcoming frustration, and less anxious
Hats on (1967) studied, the relationship between locus
of control and anxiety. The locus of control (LC) scale 'as-
administered to all students (506 females and 142 males) in
the introductory psychology at the University of Toronto.
Also administered were the Achievement Anxiety Test (A.AT)
arid the Manx fest Arixiety (MA) s ca 1 es . Poars on produe t-moment
correlations between the three scales wore calculated by a
computer. The significant correlation between the MA scale
and the LC scale indicates that the more external is one's
appraised LC, the more anxiety one reports. The significant
correlations between AAT (with debilitating anxie ty) and the
LC scale also suggest that the more external is one's locus
of control, the more anxiety reported® Watson concluded that
the relationship between locus of control and anxiety seems
well established At the same time, his results support Han¬
dler and 'Watson's (1966) hypothesis that actual or appraised
lack of control (high external LC) produces anxiety® Concei¬
vably, perception of a lack of control over one's environment
and tlie outcome of one's action induces a certain, amount c
anxiety.
In bis study, Feather (1967) predicted that external
control would be p o s i t i v e 1 y r © I a t e d t o d e I i 11 t a t i ng a rix i e t y
and test anxiety, and negatively related, to facilitating an¬
xiety, Results showed that test anxiety, which has been shown
in previous research (Alpart and Haber, i960) to be positive!
related to debilitating anxiety, was positively related to
external control as predicted for both males (p 0 05 ? one-
tail test) and females (p 0,05) Feather explained that
subjects who obtain relatively high scores on questionnaire
measures of anxiety may have been less able to cope with st¬
ress situations in the past, One way of rationalizing this
failure to cope would be to blame it upon external circum¬
stances (external control)• In some cases, external control
1
may represent a defence against failure learned on the basis
of pre or experience in stressful situations Both. Feather's
(1967) and Rayfs (1968) findings raise the question of whe¬
ther anxiety produces a belief in external control, i e ,
wtie ther the belief in externa 1 contro 1 is a reaction agains t
anxiety learned on the basis of past experiences in stressful
situations, or whether belief in external control produces
anxiety as a result of the perception that the world is un¬
predictable, predetermined, or controlled by powerful others.
Further investigations should shed light on this problem.
In another study, Aarons (1969} found that externa1
control, correlated positively with level of fearf illness for
women though not for men, and with manifest; anxiety for all
the 498 subjects who were freshmen and. sophomore college
s tudents . Locus of control also corre 1 atod. posi tive 1 y wi th
covert hostility, though not with overt hostility. It was
suggested that the greater likelihood of externals experien¬
cing certain negative emotions add support (jo the argument
that internal view is a more beneficial one. It was recom¬
mended that steps be taken to educate parents and. teachers
in ways of developing a more internal view in children and
s tudents.
Hountras and Scharf (1970) investigated the level of
manifest anxiety of 60 low-achieving male college freshmen
(with GPA below 2) differing in locus of control. Rotter's
internal-external control scale and Taylor s Manifest Anxie¬
ty scale were used. Twenty subjects who were external in
locus of control were found to be significantly more anxious
(p 0.01) than those (also twenty in number) whose data
suggested that they were internal students. Similar relation¬
ship was reported by Chance (1972) whose data showed that
more internal generalised expectancies about locus of control
nfip.nrrfirl in chi Iriren who were less anx i on 3.
Using 98 college freshmen enrolled in an abnormal psy¬
chology course as the subjects, Allen et a1« (1974) found
that students possessing an external locus of control
reported more s tato anxiety during oral assessments, Bar-To.
et al (1980) also discovered that, 011 the wholo, externals
have highly anxious state of mind while internals are much
less anxious.
In their studies, Molinari and Khanna (1981) found thai
internality is significantly negatively correlated with both
depressed and debi1itating anxiefcy. {The subjects, 305 ma1e
and female undergraduates from introductory psychology classes
were administered the Levenson Internal, Powerful Others, and
Chance scales.) The author also hypothesised that defensive
internals, who have low expectations of success in achieving
valued goals and adopt external beliefs as a defence against
feelings of personal failure, should be prone to anxiety,
whereas congruent externals, with their sincere belief that
reinforcement is not contingent upon their own behaviour, fit
into the learned helplessness paradigm and should become
cc
depressed. However, the results of the study are equiypJL.
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Level of aspiration has been found to be related to
one's locus of control. For example, Gurin et al. (1969) and
Lao (1970) observed that internal students had higher educa¬
tional expectations and aspirations than external ones. It
seems likely that individuals who feel that they canjcontrol1
their own environment also believe that since success depends
on them, they can achieve more than externals who feel that
they depend on other people or events.
Gurin et al. (1969) reported that; college students who
have a high sense of personal control over their own lives
also express heightened expectancies of success and self-
confidence about their abilities for academic and job per¬
formance They also aspire to jobs that; are more prestigious,
demanding, and realistic in terms of their abilities and in¬
terests « The s e are t he v ery c liar a c t e r i s t i e s o f j o b a s p i r a t i o ns
that have been related to high achievement motivation in many
studies in the achievement literature„ Gurin et al. further
pointed out a difference between personal control (how much
control one personally possesses) and controd, ideology (how
much control one believes most people in society possess)®
They reported that the personal and ideological belief mea¬
sures operate very differently in explaining students' occu-
1
pational aspirations Students who have a high sense of per¬
sonal control over their own lives usually hold higher as
well as more realistic aspirations I11 contrast, the students'
ideological beliefs abqft what generally determines success«
and failure have nothing to do with their own aspirations
Lao (1970) hypothesized that students with high per¬
sonal control (the control one personally possesses of his
environment) would hold higher educational expectations and
aspirations. Data on 1,493 male Negro college students in
the Deep South region of the U.S collected in 1970 lent
support to his hypothesis.
The relationship between locus :i control a rid level of
j
aspiration was also examined in a recent r tody (Bar~Tal et a I ,
I98O)• The results (N-2,438) show that internals do have high¬
er level of aspiration than externals„
Parental Behaviour and Chlldren's Locus of Control
The antecedents of locus of control orientation are in
the childrs early environment (CrandalX et al., 1965). Among
the most outstanding features in this environment are the
c hildfs parents
Numerous studies (e.g. Baumrind, 1966; Cooporsmith, 1967)
revealed that the perception of locus of control is influen¬
ced by child-rearing- patterns. Internal children, on the
whole, were found to have warmer, more consistent and more
realistic parents than external children, Baumrind (1966)
divided parents into three types: authoritarian (high con¬
trol) , permissive {low control), and authoritative (minimally
restrictive but with firm control manifest at points of par¬
ent-child divergence) lie concluded that children with highly
controlling or directive parents would be expected to develop
an external locus of control, while children with parents
moderate in control or directiveness would develop an intern¬
al locus of control» Related support for this position has
been reported by Coopersrriith (1967)5, who found self-esteem
to be highest when there is no excess parental control
except some limits set by the Darents.
The underlying reasons have been elaborated, by Loeb
(1975) • He explained that the highly directive parent tends
to make the decisions and to regulate the child®s behaviour,
thereby preventing the child from establishing a sense of
autonomy. On the) other hand, the less directive or more sug¬
gestive parent is often actively involved in his child's acti¬
vities while permitting the child to retain his autonomy„ The
child learns that he plays a large part in his personal out¬
comes, Thus he improves his efficiency and gains self-confi~
dence Loeb further pointed out that sox. of parents appears
to be an important factor in evaluating parental influence,
For example, he reported that the internal son is more likely
than the external son to have a mother who relies on helping
or sugges ting rather than do.1 ng or d irec t;i.iig
Katkovslcy, Crandall and Good (1967) examined child
rearing correlation with generalized expectancies for control
of reinforcement among older children, measured by the Cran¬
dall Intellectual Achievement Responsibility (XAR) question¬
naire (Crandall, Katkovsky, and Crandall, 1963) These stud¬
ies found that parents' behaviour described as positive, warm,
supportive, permissive, and praising toward the child were
associated with greater belief on the part of the child that
trie quality of own efforts determined both his academic suc¬
cesses and his academic failures, On the other hand, such
parental behaviours as dominance f rejection and criticality
were negatively as so c i c 11 e cl w i t h b e 1 :i e .f s 1 s i 1 n t - r n a 1 c o ri t r c I 4
KatkovsIcy (1967 ) explainod Uia 1; 1 f th.e chi 1 d's errors
and accidents while learning result n impatience and reject¬
ion on the part of the parent, the child is likely to feel
threatened, respond defensively, and attribute the error to
an external source rather than to himself0 on the other
hand, the parent expresses tolerance and oncouragemont con¬
cerning the child s difficulties, the child is more likely
to feel secure enough to accept res ponsibi1ity for the error
he has made So a supportive and unthreatening attitude on
the part of the parent is likely to promote the childs be¬
lief in internal control, where c3i S ct O X.' x L O a 1, rejec t i ng p a -
rental attitude wi 11 on 1 y result; in an externa 1 contro 1 on
the part of the child.
Ka tkovs ley (1967) also found -that while mother s affec¬
tion and nurturance are generally positively correlated with
the sons belief in internal control, the reverse happened
between father and daughter. That is, the more affectionate
and nurturant the father, the greater his daughter's belief
in external causes of her failures in intellectual situations
It may be that the father who is highly loving and helpful to
his daughter encourages external thinking to provide her with
a cushion to defend herself against; failures Ka tkovs ky fur¬
ther suggested that father's behaviours may be more potent
sources of influence on the children's internal orientations
than are those of mothers',
In another study .involving 68 ma io leshman volunteern - '
at Fairfield University To lor and J alow, ec {I96S) reported
that the authoritarian control and host:! di. ty~re jec tion fact¬
ors on the Parental Attitude Research I jis i;ru merit (PAR I) were
significantly re 1 ated to externa 1 expec f;;.111 :• ies
Shore ( 1968 ) exp 1 ored some pare 111a 1 do ter?ninants of
children1 s locus of control. 279 boys in 7 th through 9 th.
grades of a local suburban school were given two measures
of locus of control (a semi-projective and an objective scale
The subjects also indicated their perceptions of parental psy¬
chological control, overt control, intrinsic acceptance and
warmth. Partial support was found for the prediction that chi¬
ldren' s locus of control would be negatively related to their
perceptions of parental psychological control, but the pre¬
diction of a negative relationship between, children's locus
of control and perceived overt contro1 was not confirmeda
Support was found for the prediction of a positive re lit ion-
ship between children's locus of control and perceived par¬
ental intrinsic acceptance as well as perceived parental
warmth. The above findings of the investigation support the
view that children's perceptions of parental behaviour are an
important intervening variable in the study of parental in.fl-
ue nc e s on deve 1 opine nt
Using a more generalized measure of internal-external
control attitudes with col lege-age subjects arid their parents,
Davies and Phares (1969) found similar associations between
more positive parental attitudes and greater internal!ty ex¬
pressed by their children,, In addition, they .found that con¬
sistent, as opposed to insistent, pa.te.ntal discipline seems
to be associated with stronger student internal!ty. On the
whole, they pointed out that parents of internals we re seen
as showing more positive involve merit and less rejection, hos¬
tile control, inconsistent discipline, and withdrawal of re¬
lations than parents of externals. They found a trend for
externals to report their parents to foe less accepting and
more lax in their discipline.
Ma.cDona 1 d (.1971) collected retrospective reports of
parental behaviours from k27 undergraduate college students
who had completed Rotter's locus of control scale He found
internality to be associated with nurturant, eonsistent and
predictable parents, and externality to be associated with
i
protective parents., He concluded that these findings support
the contention that parental nurturance (love and support
from parents) is related to internal!ty for both sexes. The
results of Nowicki and Segal's (197-) study were generally
in agreement with those of MacDonaXd (X9?l)»
In another study (Chance, 1971) stronger belief on
the part of the child that he controls the reinforcing out¬
comes of intellectual efforts was found to be associated with
mothers who maintain earlier expectations for child indepen¬
dence and mastery, express generally positive and permissive
attitude toward the child's behaviour, and possess more
education.
Using the entire fifth grade of a local district in
Ohio,. U.S. A, as the subjects, Chandler, o t a.l (1980) hypo¬
thesized that internal children will have parents who are in¬
ternal , employ authoritative in contrast to authoritarian me¬
thods of discipline 9 are accepting, nonrestrietive, and re¬
warding of independence, tend to suggest or explain (in con¬
trast to ordering and directing), and use positive statements
(in contrast to negative statements). Furthermore, it was hy¬
pothesized that internals will perceive a r, least one parent
as supportive in terms of discipline, consistency, permitting
autonomy, instrumental companionship, nurturance and achieve¬
ment demands In contrast, externals will perceive at least
one parent as using negative aspects of displines (i.e. re¬
jection, physical punishment, strictness, deprivation of pri¬
vileges , indulgence, etc,), Results of their survey studies
supported all the above hypotheses« Although other hypotheses
did not result in statistically significant difference, the
observations did support the tendencies in the direction of
those hypotheses.
Socio-economic Stat us and Locus of Contr oJL
Differences in attitudes of internal-external control
between different social classes have been reported in several
studies of non-college populations. Almost all the previous
studies indicate that Negroes and lower-e i.ass individuals have
higher external scores than whites and r;Tddle-class indivi¬
duals (Battle and Rotter, 1963 5 Lef court and Lagwig, 1965;
Bar-Tal et al, , I9S0) ,
A generalized, expectancy for internal versus external
control of reinforcement was examined by Battle and Rotter
(1963) in 80 Negro and white school children. To assess this
characteristic, a newly developed cartoon test was given to
all the children,, Two examples of this children's picture
test of locus of control were:
1, When you grow up, do you think you could be anything
yo u wan ted? arad
2, Whenever you are involved, something goes wrong.
A locus of control questionnaire scale developed earlier by
Bialer (i960) was also given to half the children. The re--
1ations hip of test scores to social e1ass, ethnic group, and
behaviour on a line-matching (matching the length of the lines)
was then investigated. It was found that the interaction of
social class and ethnic group was highly related to internal-
external attitudes, Lower-class Negroes were significantly
more external than middle-class Negroes or whites. Middle-
class children, on the whole, were significantly more intern¬
al than lower-class children. These findings imply that dif¬
ferences in socialization practices related to both income
level and ethnicity may be involved..
Using1 about 9 000 U.S. senior high, school students as
sub jec ts who were admiriis tered a 53-i fcein -{ues tionnaire , Fran-
klin (1963) investigated the relationship between internal-
external scores and various developmental, attitudinal and
behavioral variables and determined soroe of the internal cha¬
racteristics of the Internal-External Locus of Control scale.
In the analysis, I-E scores were, among other things, related
to socio-economic status It was found, that getting higher
I-E scores (more internal) related positively with a higher
socio-economic status.
Bar- TaX et al • {I98O) used number of siblings, father's
level of education and number of books at homo as indicators
of socio-economic status of the subjects (2,438 ninth, grade
Jewish students in Israe 1) They found 111 e 11; ;Lnternals have
higher socio-economic status than externals, and that lower-
status Negroes particularly stand out as externally oriented
The study of Shaw el al. • (1971) found that lower in¬
come subjects have higher external scores than those in the
middle-class group Cranda11 et al (1963 ) pointed out that
there is less opportunity to manipulate the environment suc¬
cessfully due to a lack of education, money and status among
the lower class groups
Gurin et al(X969) argued that low income groups ex¬
perience external obstacles that have nothing to do with ch¬
ance, Other factors are at work. They include the operation
of the labour market which can lead to layoff's over which in¬
dividuals have no control f poor trans po r j.a i i on facilities w h
ich reduce their possibilities in rind.] jig he job t the to.rid
ency of most employers to employ wi th.int; the social rie t work
of those already on the payroll, etc,
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In a study (Battle and Rotter, 1963)9 80 sixth and
eighth grade children were selected on the basis of sex, so¬
cial class and ethnic membership from five metropolitan sch¬
ools in the U.S. It was found that sex is not a determiner o
the internal—external scores of the subjects,, nor is age for
the two-year difference investigated.
In another study (Malikiosi and Ryckman, 1977) Leven-
son's multidimensional Internal-Ex tenia1 scale was adminis t¬
ered to 625 male and female students and adults in America
and Greece. The scores were categorized by sex, count 17 and
employment status (job—holding adults or students) on each of
the three control dimensions and then subjected to a 2x2x2
analysis of variance. The results revealed no significant
difference in Internal-External scores on the personal con¬
trol dimension for sex (F=:0.76 , n. s ) . The number of subjects
in their study was 1,617. Depend©nt variab1es were subjects1
scores on the Personal Control, Powerful-Others and Chance
Dimensions, whereas independent variables included sex, coun¬
try and employment status.
However, different findings were reported in other
studies For example, Joe (1971) argued that; sex difference
could, influence an individual's belief regarding 1ocus of
control Such differences mav be related to differences in
cultural and social roles assigned to each sex Females see
what happens to them as more dependent upon an often capri¬
cious environment than do the males Perhaps this reflects
a more dependent female role in many communities, particular¬
ly in late adolescence, the female being more likely to view
her fate as determined by the actions of significant others;
the maSe, by contrast, is expected to show independence and
to shape his own destiny
McGirinies1 findings lent support to the above argument
The Internal-External Locus of Control scale was administered
to over 1,500 students in Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Swo-
den and the U,S» The scores were categorized by means of a
2x5 analysis of variance A sex main effect (p 0.001) de¬
mons trated that females had a greater belief in external con-
tro1 of the!r lives than did ma1es„
In his review of locus of control, Lefcourt (11)66)
pointed out that the control construct j a 11 ow3 s oni0 pi'edic t—
ions of the learning and achievement related variables How¬
ever, successful predictions in this area were found only in
male samples Perceived locus of control, as need for achie¬
vement, may be less useful for predicting female achievement
behaviours than it is for males. He therefore suggested more
investigations be made including sex as a variable.
Other variables, like birth order (Orandall, Ka fckovuky
and Crandall, 19 o 5} .» have also been slunm to relate to intern¬
al-ex ternal locus of control in a mariner suggesting differen¬
tial socialization outcomes In another s tudy h (Nowicki and
Strickl and, 1973)» the subjects responses were found to be
more i n t e ma. X wi t h ag e .
Locus of Control and Other Personality Variables
Several investigations have been made concerning the
relation of internal-external scores to personality character¬
istics Using 491 college students in Connecticut as subjects,
Hersch and Scheibe (1967) found that, as might be expected,
the internal scorer seems to be best characterized as high on
»
the Adjective Check List (ACL) measures of achievement, domin¬
ance, endurance and order. But he is lower on the ACL scales
reflecting succor anc e (ne e d ing he 1 p} a rid a Iaas eme n t (de gr ad-
ation).
A number of adjectives were checked significantly more
often by the internal (p rt 0.05) and these present a fairly
coherent description of him, at least as he sees himself, The
adjectives include : clever , eff icien t;, eff ective , ego tis txca.1
independent, ambitious, achieving, assertive, powerful, boa¬
stful, self-confident 5 conscientious, deliberate, persevering,
clear-thinking, dependable, determined, industrious, ingenious
insightful, organized and reasonable.. On, the other hand, only
one adjective was checked significantly- more often by the ex.-
te rnals -- self-pitying„
On the California Personality Inventory (CPl), the in¬
ternal scorer is high, on the dominance, tolerance, good im¬
pression, sociability, intellectual efficiency, achievement
via conformance and well-being scales of Ihe CPX, The con¬
verse of these relationships may be said to hold for the ex¬
ternal scorer, who checks fewer Tavernable self descriptive
adjectives than does the internal.,
In ano t he r s tudy (Houn tras and S c harf, 1970), e x t e rna 1 s
are reported to have a lesser degree of self-confidence which
often leads to avoidance behaviour. The internals, on the oth¬
er hand, were found to be more capable of creating a favour¬
able impression, and are concerned about how others react to
them They tend to be more co-operative, more enterprising
and more diligent They are also more reactive to cues and
reinforcements in a learning situation, and show more overt
s triving for ac hievetnent.
The review articles on internal-external control $
(Lefcourt, 1966; Rotter, 1966) have revealed that when a per¬
son believes that reinforcements are controlled by internal
rather than external forces, he is likely to make great at¬
tempts at mastering the environment and be more resistent to
influence attempts by others, yet more effective in attempts
to influence others Rotter (1966} reported that a number of
studies have lent support to the hypothesis that the internal
who sees himself able to control his a• •• n destiny is likely to
be more alert to those aspects of the onvir'onraent which pro¬
vide useful information for his future behaviour, take steps
to improve his environmental condition, place greater value
on skill or achievement reinforcements and be generally more
coneerned with his abi 1 ity , particular3.y his fai 1 ures 9
and be resistent to subtle attempts to influence him. Results
of other studies (Phares, 1965; Seernan, 1963) also support
the hypothesis that internals not only will show more initi¬
ative and efforts in controlling their environments but also
can control their own impulses better than externals s Although
negative evidence has been found, it appears safe to conclude
that internals, in contrast to externals would adopt beha¬
viour patterns which facilitate personal control over their
environments«
One area of' construct validity of locus of control has
been investigated in some depth® This involves , among otheir
things, the variable of conformity as related to internal-
external control• In a study concerning personality charact¬
eristics of conformants (Ode11, 1959) a significant relat¬
ionship was found between the internal-external scale and
Barron1s (1953) Independence of Judgement scale, with sub¬
jects high in externality showing greater tendencies to con¬
form® It seems that internals would be more resistant to
manipulation from the outside if, in iact, they are aware
of such manipulation. If they were aware, they would fee.3 de¬
prived of some of their control over the environment On the h
other hand, externals expecting control from the outside wor¬
ld would be less resis tent„ In the area, of conformity, there
is a special consideration that should be noted. If the in¬
ternally oriented person perceived that it would be to bis
advantage to conform, he might do so consciously and willing¬
ly without yielding any of his control. It is only where it
might be clearly to his disadvantage that he would resist
c onf ormity pressurese
Internals have been found to prefer high probability
choices in risk-taking behaviour. Liverant and Scodel (i960)
hypothesized that behaviour in situation involving decision¬
making under condition of risk is influenced by a dimension
of internal-external control Individually controlled persons« -A.
are conceptualized as persons who attempt to maintain control
in chance-dominated situations by a cautious and planned se¬
lection of probabilities, whereas externally controlled per¬
sons decide according to hunches (conjecture) or previous
outcomes. As differentiated by a forced-choice personality
test (Rotter's earlier 60~item version of the internal-ex¬
ternal control scale), 28 internals and 26 externals took
part in an experiment. They were engaged in a gambling situ¬
ation in which they were required to bet on the outcome of
the toss of a pair of dice 30 times. On each trial, the sub¬
jects selected one of four amounts to bet on the seven aJ.~
ternative outcomes with known objective probabilities. It;
was round that the internals chose significantly more inter¬
mediate and significantly fewer low probability bets than the
externals, significantly more internals than externals never
selected an extremely high or low probability bet, the amount
of money wagered on safe as against risky bets was signifi¬
cantly greater for internals, and there was a tendency for
internals to be less variable in choice of alternatives.
To measure internals and externals1 attitude towards
others, Levenson and Mahler (1975) had 75 undergradates com¬
plete the Rotter5 s locus of control scale and two other
scales that measure philosophies of human, nature, As hypo¬
thesized, the more subjects felt they were controlled by
powerful others, the more subjects perceived people as un¬
trustworthy and the less they saw them as altruistic. Int
another study conducted by Hountras and Seharf (1970), the
attitudes of externals are found to comprise a defence .again¬
st failure. On the whole, externals are more inhibited, wary,
resentful, and self-ceiltred, and they exhibit 11111e concern
for the needs and interests of others. They can further be
characterized as confused, cautious, and stereotyped in
thinking, lacking in self-direction and self'-discipline.
Abramowitz (1969) tested the Liypothsis that depression
is associated with belief in external» The results supported
the hypothesis. However, using 498 freshmen arid sophomore
college students as subjects, Aarons (19u9) found that
depression did not correlate negatively- v:i fch internal-ex tenia!
control. In another study, Rotter1s Internal-Extornal Scale
and the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventry were administered to
235 college students,, Williams and Van tress (I969) found that
the correlation between scores on the I-E Scale and scores on
the B-D Scale was small but significant (r-~ 0.27 » p 005) •
In other words p the more one sees his reinforcements as con¬
tingent upon factors other than his own behaviour, the more
aggression and hostility he reports»
It seems that locus of control and involvement in
social action ar e r e 1 a feed Go r e a nd R o 11 e r { 19 61) dem o n s -
trated that individuals who are inclined to see themselves
as determiners of their own fate tend to commit themselves
to persona1 and decisive socia1 ac tion„ 81ri.ck1and (1965)
elaborated on Gore and Rotter's s tudy. She hypothesized that
persons engaged in social action (those individuals actively
engaged in civil-rights movements) are characterized as snore
internal than a comparable group of persons who are not in¬
volved. Subjects were administered two personaJ...ity invent-
ories, the internal-external scale and the Marlowe-Crowne
Social Desirability scale The results of her study (N-158)
confirm the hypothsis with Negro students who were known to
be active in civil-rights demonstrations being significantly
more internal than those students who had had no experience
in protest movements 6
Both Feather f 1967) ancl Thomas (.1970) Bound evidence1 !r
that the internal - ex ternal scale may not bo independent; of
the socia 1 desirabi 1 ity response .se t, oi i1i1 1 deo3.ogiea 1 b1as
of the individual, which was Qui te contrary to Rotter s cl-
aims Gurin (1969) also pointed out tha t the I~-B scale may
not be sufficient to assess all major aspects of personal
control and external control. Further improvements and addi¬
tional psychometric data on the scale arc therefore very
much needed.
VC1 LA P TER III: MET1 I Ox) QU G Y
The Re s e ar c h Me t ho d
This study is basically a survey research. A question¬
naire incorporating- two scales arid three sets of questions
was used. The questionnaire aims at measuring the subjects'
locus of control, anxiety level, level of aspiration socio¬
economic status, and reported parental behaviour respectively
Sampling
The subjects of the present study come from 12 second¬
ary schools in Hong Kong: three boys ' schools, three girls'
schools and six co~educational schools (See Tab1e 2 on Page
kZ). All the subjects, which number 600 (including 280 boys
and 320 girls), are all Form Three students. Form three stud¬
ents are chosen as subjects because in Hong Kong free and
compulsory education has been extended to nine years (six
years in primary and three years in junior secondary edu¬
cation) since September, 1980. At the end of Form Three,
students have to sit for the first time the Government- ad¬
ministered Junior Secondary Education Assessment (JSEA) test.
The first JSEA test was held in Hong Kong in early I98I. The
JSEA test results will be used to adjust the internal assess¬
ments of individual schools. The system is employed maihly
to select the top 60fo academically brighter students for two
years 1 Goverriraont-subsidized senior seooridary edueation ( For
Four and Form Five) at the end of which the students will si
for the Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (UK
GEE). A grade C in the HKCE Examination is generally recog¬
nised as equivalent to an 0-Level pass.
Table 2
„w-i«'iviuiritianrd»«i!titu
Participating Schools and Number of Subjects
S c h. Type Boys Girls Total
1. St. Fr an c i s Xav i. e r1 s
College
2. St. Peter's Anglo-
Chinese Sec. Sch.
3 . Va h Yan College, H K.
4, Kit Sam Middle School
5 . Yi ng Va Girls' S c h o o 1
6. Baptist Lui Ming Choi
S e c ondary S c h o oi
7. Hoi Ping Chamber of
Commerce Sec. Sch,
5. N,T, H.Y.K. Yuen Long
Histrict Soc, Sch.
9. Sha Tin Govt, Sec, Sch.
10. Tile PHC King Kwong Col.
11. San Wui Commercial Socs











































Tab X e 2 ( C o n t1 d)
P ar ticipati ng S c h o o I s a ad N i imb e r o f S111 j e c t s
Sch» Type Boys Girls Totalw,0.n IT. HwavvsiKiifMnrorMTOMB
12 A girlst school in
New Knwl 00 n 2P+iW 0 32 o oJc
Total 280 320 600
N,B, 1» Sch. Type 1 — boys schools
2 - - p; i r Is' s c h o o I s
3 .» co—e due a t i o na 1 s c 1io o 1 s
2» School No, 12 prefers not to be identified.
Ins trument:
To test the students locus of control and. level of
anx i ety, R otter1 s 11 it e r n a 1 - Ex t e r n a 1. C o n i r o 1 S c a 1 e and S ar; i s o n
• s Test Anxiety Scale for Children were used In addition,
three sets of questionnaires were employed to find out the
subjectsf level of aspiration, socio-economic status, and
their parents behaviour respectively The above scales and
questionnaires, which were translated into Chinese by the
author with the help of an expert language teacher at Hoi
Ping Chamber of Commerce Secondary School, are briefly des¬
cribed as f ollows :
Internal-External Control Scale
Rotters (1966) Internal-Exterrxa1 Contro1 Sca1e is
adopted in the present study The purpose of the test is to
find out whether the subjects tend to be internal or external
students The Scale consists of 29 iterns, six of which are
filler ones intended to make the purpose of the test some¬
what more ambiguous
In order to test the reliability of the 29-item In¬
ternal-External Control Scale, the author conducted a pilot
study with two classes at Form Three level at Hoi Ping Cham¬
ber of Commerce Secondary School in June, 19B1. The total
number of the subjects was 87, which included 43 male and
44 female students Cronbachf s alpha arid standard item alpha
of the scale were found to be 0548 and 0537 rosDective.lv.
With some minor modifications f the Locus of Control
Scale was later administered to the 600 students in the main
study, Cronbach's alpha and standard itvm alpha of the scale
(with the 6 fi 11 er i 1;erns not bei.ng ca 1.ct 1 ated) were found 1;o
be 0.719 and 0.72.1 respectively. This shews that the interna.
consistency of the scale was reasonably reliable-.
Subjects of the present study were asked to select one
of the two alternatives in each item according to their be¬
lief in the way in which, certain events in society affect
different people . If t he ir c hoi c e re f 1 e c te d i 111e rna 1 1 o cus
of control (i.e., they are convinced that what happens in
life is the result of skill, ability,, or effort), one mark
would be given• On the other hand, if their choice indicated
an external tendency (i.e., they assert that success and fail¬
ure are determined by fate or chance), no marks would be giv¬
en, In this way, the total score was calculated. The maximum
score is 23? with the filler items not being counted. The
higer the score, the more internal is assumed to be.
Te s t Anx i e ty Scale f o 1 0 h .11 dren
Sarason1s (i960) Test Anxiety Scale for Children was
adopted for measuring the subjects' level of anxiety. Minor
changes in the wording of some of the 30-item scale were made
so as to suit the local conditions„
Xn the pilot study, Cronhach4 s . ib.pba and standard i. t o in
alpha of the scale were found to be O.791 and 0 792 respec¬
tively. The reliability of the scale again tested 1 atar
in the main study, and. the correspond in,-; ::i gures were found,
to be 0.808 and 0 812 , Tilis s11ows 111a f the Tost An;xie ty Sca 1 e
was very reliable.
All the items in the scale belong to the yes-no type
of questions. Total scores were obtained by summing the res¬
ponses to all the items in the scale, A subject was given
one mark or no marks for each answer depending upon whether
his choice reflected a higher or lower level of test anxiety.
It is assumed that a high score represents anxiety-like re-
actions in a variety of test-like situations.
Level of Asp Ira ti o ri Qi les t ionnaire
A short questionnaire comprising four items adapted
from Bar-Tal (1980) was employed to measure the subjects9
level of aspiration« The first three questions measure the
subjects® post-Form-Three educational expectation. Either
one mark or no marks were given to the answer to each of the
three questions. The answer .to the fourth question shows the
sub j e c t s ® future des ired occupa. t ion, 'f11 e j ob titles were ca te-
gorized into five levels, The categorization is mainly based
on the educational level arid professional training required
by the job (See Appendix G on Page 129). One mark was given to
a job title that belongs to the lowest level while live marks
were given to the one pertaining to the highest level. The
total score of a subject was obtained by summing the marks of
all the four items. The scores range from 1 to 8„ with a high
score suggesting a higher level of aspiration on the part of
the students
Sodo-Bcon oini c_ St a t u( S Mi ) Que s t .1 o 1111 a i i e
Ano ther s 1ior t q11es tiorrn11.re eoj11a ining f :i ve i teins was
devised by the author to measure the BPS of the subjects3
families, Marks given depend on the educational level, occu¬
pation and position held by the parents, as well as the total
monthly income of the family. Table 3 on Page 4L8 describes
the detailed marking scheme for the SES questionnaire.
Table 3
Marking Scheme for the S ES t her; U onnaire
Educational Level of Parents
Primary (6 years or below)
S e c ondary (?' ~11 ye ars )
Post-secondary (12 years or above)




Occupa tion and Pos i t ioii_ of Paren ts
N o Emp1oyment
Level 1 and Level 2
Level 3






Total Monthly Family Income„ |m—m,, n mnn.»«irrn-rnr1 11i- -jk.w v w«mf-u.rarauumi
HK$3000 or below
H.K$3 9 001 - $8 , 000




N»B» !• Father1s and mother1s education, occupation and posi¬
tion were calculated separately.
2, The levels refer to the various job titles held by
parents, with Levels 1 and 5 being the lowest and the
highes t 1 eve 1 respect!ve 1 y. ( For c 1assif ication of
job titles, see Appendix G on Paye 129).
3 « Total mon v.hi y i ncome in el tides 1 ticome from main em-•«
ployment , as well as incomes o fcher sources such,
as rent, interest, dividends received, etc.
'h The total score (which ranges from 3 to 1.3) could be
obtained by summing the marks of the above three
measures a A high, score reflects a high SES 0
Par e n t al B e hav i our Que s t i o nna i r e
A 26~item questionnaire based on Schaefer's (196.5)
parental behaviour inventory was used to measure parental
behaviour as reported by the subjects. The questionnaire
measured the degree of both father control and mother con¬
trol • Reliability coefficients (Cronbacli} s alpha) of the two
parts of the questionnaire were found to be 0628 and 0•629
i n t h e p r e s e n t 3 t u d y,
All the questions in the ques tioimaire are of the
ves-no type Scores were obtained by summing all the res¬
ponses to the items. For the answer to each question, either
one mark or no marks were given» The higher the scores, the
more controlling the parents tend to be«. the degree of
father and mother control was assessed separately.
j' a ti-C o 11 ec t1 o i i
After the I ot study, the quo-;t t. on n aire (which ..In¬
cludes the two scales and three se ts o 0 questions) was s 11.'hit
ly revised, translated in to Chinese and administered to all
the 600 subjects of the present study under normal classroom
atmosphere with a teacher in charge of the whole affair. The
subjects were expected to use about 40 minutes (i «e •, rough¬
ly one teaching period's time) to complete the questionnaire,
Many of the i terns lie .long to the yes-no hype and the tes tees
we re re que s t e d t o s e 1 e c t t he o ne (by wr 11 i tig t he c o rr e s p o i idi ng
1 etter in the space provided on the answer shee t a11ached to
the questionnaire) which they more strongly believe to be the
case as far as they are concerned The too tees were reminded
of the fact that the questionnaire was just a measure of
personal belief and there were no .right or wrong answers
All the answers were coded and the statistical, analy¬
ses of the collected data performed with the assistance of
the IBM-3031 computer located at the Co input ex Services
Centre of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses of this study are as follows:
1. With Socio-Economic Status (SES) bein held constant,
the correlation between students1 locus of control and
their level of anxiety tends to be zero•
2» With SES being- held constant, the correlation between
studentst locus of control and their level of aspiration
tends to be zero,
3. There is no significant difference in locus of control
between students with more controlling parents and those
with less controlling parents
There is no significant difference in locus of control
between students of different levels of socio-economic
s tatus
5 There is no significant difference in locus of control
between male students and female students.
For hypo t lies cs 1 and 2 (which a co i;ho main hypotheses
of this study), the independent variable is the students5
perception of their locus of control (internal or external
control)f while dependent variables are their level of anxi¬
ety and level of aspiration®
For hypotheses 3 4 and 5? students5 locus of control
is the dependent variable, Independent variables include
parents5 child-rearing patterns, levels of socio-economic
status and sex of the students.
Da t a A n a 1 v s i s
To test hypotheses 1 and 2, partial correlation was
employed, so as to partition the possible influence of socio-
economic status on the subjects1 level oh anxiety and level
o f as pi r a t i on
To test hypotheses 3» and 5» one-way analysis of
variance was employed to find out whether the effects of the
three independent variables of parental behaviour, socio¬
economic status and. sex on the dependent variable, the
locus of control on the part of the students, reach the
0 05 signif icance 1 eve3.
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS AND UJ.SClJSSIOj
Lnmis n P 0a ntrnl and Anx i o i
In order to find out the relationship between student;
locus of control and their manifest tost .anxiety while con¬
trolling the possible influence of socio - e c onomi c status ,
partial correlation was employed« Table l. shows the results
of the partial correlation.
'TV-. In 1 o i
Partial Correlation of Locus of Control vith Manifest
Test Anxiety, Controlling for Socio-Eeonomie Status
r rt _ _ i
Test Anxiety ,,„f52 t
Note • p OoOOGX
N=600, df=597
From Table 4, it can be seen that controlling for
socio-economic status (SES), students® locus of control and
their level of test anxiety are significantly correlated.
The negative sign of the correlation coefficient indicates
that the more internal a student is , the less anxiety he
reports. Thus the nu 1X hypothesis (1) that vith SES being
held constant, the correlation between students locus of
control and their level of anxiety tends to he zero is
rejected«
Partial correlation between students' locus of control
and their level of anxiety while controlling for other vari¬
ables was also conducted,. These variables include the decree
of father control (PC) degree of mother control (MC) 9 level
of aspiration (LA) together with SES, and their various com¬
binations „ Resul ts are presen ted in Table i;,
Table 51111i—1 if
Partial Correlation of Locus of Control with Manifest











S ES, FC and MC
SES, PC and LA
SES, MC and LA














Note• p 0.0001, N=600, df=597«
Table r clearly indicates that oven when the influence
of parental control, level of aspiration, socio-economic
s ta tus as we 11 as t;! ie 1 r var i o is c o mbi n a t :t o ns are par t i a 1.1 e d
out, the correlation between students' locus of control and
their am i © t y i s s t i 11 s i g ni fleant
The results of the present study using- a sample of
Hong Kong secondary students confirmed the hypothesis that
concerns the difference between infernal students and external
students in the psychological variable of test anxiety That
locus of control can be used to explain students' level of
anxiety is quite obvious« Since externals perceive the world
as unpredictable, pre-determined, controlled by fate or power¬
ful others, they are significantly more anxious in test-like
situations and mare concerned with fear of failure than those
internals who believe that through .their own efforts, deter¬
mination and abilities t they can exercise considerable in¬
fluence over what happens to them.
Xn Hong Kong,a high level of test anxiety is very com¬
mon among many secondary school students. This is very much
related to the highly competitive educational system whitsh
selects a small number of academically gifted for further and
more advanced education. Since Hong Kong is a highly quali¬
fication's peaking society in which academic qualifications
are often a passport to higher positions and better salaries,
keen competition and the resultant test anxiety can only be
expected to continue, if not; deteriorate 'henever s Cudon s
have developed an external locus of control, their test anxi¬
ety will become more serious. This of ten. ..leads to psychologi¬
cal imbalance or even, nervous breakdown It seems that more
and more secondary students in Hong Kong nave developed, an
external orientation towards reinforcements. A. survey was
conducted recently on secondary students5 mentality by the
Social Sciences Society of the Students union of the Univer-
sity of Hong Kong It was reported in Wah Kiu Yat Po on 18th
April 3 1982. It revealed that 60(p of the sampled senior sec¬
ondary students had an external tendency, These students fre¬
quently had negative attitude towards their future and they
agreed that fate plays a very important part in life and one
should not insist on anything that fate does not bestow upon
him. Increasingly, they felt isolated, and complained that
they held no control over themselves,. This unhealthy mental!ty1
and worrying phenomenon, had already aroused grave concern
among teachers, educational psychologists and sociologists in
Hong Kong In order to correct this already widespread fate-
de t e r min 1 sm, caus e s mus t be i de 111 i f i e d a rid r eme di e s s ugge s t e d
before it becomes too late. Indeed, many Hong Kong students
are overburdened by too many examinations the result of which
is often determined by many factors„ As a result, they do not
know what to do and a large number of them are bound to be¬
come failures of the local examination system All these
developments cannot but promote fate-determinism and ex¬
ternal tendency among the Hong Kong students.
Locus of Com13oJ and: Level of As plration
In many previous Western studj.es „ it: was generally
found that internally controlled people have a higher level
of aspiration than the externals» In order to find out whe¬
ther it is also true in secondary students of Hong Kong,
partial correlation had again been conducted by the author
and the results are presented in Table 6„
Table 6
Partial Correlation of Locus of Control with Level of
Aspiration, Controlling for Socioeconomic Status
Level of As piratx on
Locus of Control
O 0724-
Note . p Z 0D5
N=600. df=597
From Table 6, it can be seen that controlling for
socio-economic status (SES), students1 locus of control was
significantly correlated with their level of aspiration, Thus
reaching beyond the influence of SES on level of aspiration,
internal students were still found to have a higher level of
aspiration than the externals. The null hypothesis (2) that
with SES being held constant, the correlation between stud¬
ents® locus of control and their level of aspiration tends to
be zero is therefore rejected. In the -present study, SES was
indeed found to be a significant influence on students le vel
of as pi r a t i on (r~ 0 „ 2 78 , p £ 0 0001) „
Partial correlation between students1 locus of control
and their level of aspiration while con trolling for other
variables was also conducted. Those other variables are fath¬
er control (PC), mother control (MC), together with SES and
their different combinations. Table 7 summarizes the results
Table 7
Partial Correlation of Locus of Control with Level of







SES, FC and MC
0.0671
0.0672






Tab 1 e 7 shows that even when the influence of father
control or mother control was partialled out, students'
locus of control and their level of aspiration were still
significantly correlated. Thus the hypothesis that internal
students tend, to have a significantly higher love! of aspi¬
ration receives support in a sample of Hong Kong secondary
school students. (The direction of scores of the various
variab1es has been described in Chapter 111-- Methodology.)
That a person's locus of control is positively cor¬
related with his level of aspiration is not difficult to
explain. It seems that © if students conceive that
outcomes of events are „ to a large extentunder their own
control, they are likely to have higher educational expec¬
tations and occupational aspirations than, those external
students who regard reinforcements as beyond their own
control,
A student's aspiration is his hope or longing for a
certain kind of achievement¥ith a certain level of aspira¬
tion, the student will try; without it he will make little
effort® Usually, high level of aspiration which, is £ often
found to be associated with internal locus of control leads
to high motivation
The term level of aspiration is also employed to de¬
signate the standard or goal which a student sets for him¬
self and which he expects to attain in a particular' learning
situation. It is indicative of what he expects to achieve or
accomplish and is determined largely by his conception of his
own abilities and by his previous experiences and achievements.
It involves also the student's evaluation of himself, that Is,
his self-concept. Xt is significant In motivation because up¬
on the level of motivation and aspiration depends the source
of success and faiIure
Whether a student is internal or external and whether
he has a high or low level of aspiration that may result, he
has to facethe important problem of choosing a job upon gradu¬
ation. To make a suitable choice, he has to understand himself
(his own abilities,, talents, interests, etc.) and know the type
and nature of various jobs well so as to match a particular
job with his own qualities, aptitude and vocational interest.
Previous investigations show that while some students are rea¬
listic and set goals which can be realized, others sot goals
below their level of ability and so fail to develop their best
potentialities. This follows that teachers' functions should
include the aiding of individual students to set level of as¬
piration which will enable them to achieve as much success as
possible in proportion to their abilities, and which at the
same time will stimulate effort and increase learning.
Parental A1111ude and Locus o £' Contro;. .. —. I I I.. I — ...... ,««..« w„
In the previous sections, the rel copious hip be tween
locus of control and level of anxiety and aspiration has been
described. But what are some of the important factors that
influence a student1s locus of control? In this section, the
focus will be on the parental behaviour and its possible
influence on Hong Kong students' belief in. internal-external
control of reinforcements through anal3nsis of variance
Th e res u 11 s o f 111 e p r e s e n t s t u d y i n d i c a t e t h a t d i f -
ference in father's behaviour does not result in signifleant
difference in students' locus of control, As pointed out by
Katkovsky (1967) more affectionate and. nurturant fathers
may provide their daughters with a cushion to defend them¬
selves against failures and thus help develop external con-
trol i.11 their daughters In other words, girls of less con¬
trolling fathers tend to be external and so they perceive
events as determined by forces not under their control This
counter-balancing factor might be an important source of in¬
fluence that acco 11.11 ted f or the no 11 -signif icant vesults .
TabX e 8
Comparison of Means in Locus of Control Scale between
Students of Less Controlling Mothers and Those of More
Controlling Mothers
Group N Means F P
Le s s Con.tro 11 ing Mo t hers 320 12.51 9.016 0.01
More Controlling Mothers 280
1 '! ff' A S
Note, 1, Total population = 600.
2. Mean scores of the LC scale ~ 12,05
On the other hand, Table 8 re?veals the significant
difference in mean scores between, students of less controlling
ft
mothers and those of more controlling mothers Actually, com¬
pared with fathers, most mothers in Kong Kong come into freq¬
uent contacts with their young sons and daughters, and there¬
fore their behaviours are more likely to exert a greater in¬
fluence on their children's locus of control«, If mothers
behaviours are nurturant and supportive and frequently use
positive reinforcements, their children (especially sons)
are more likely to develop an internal locus of control as¬
sociating successes and. failures with their own efforts ra¬
ther than with fate and chance (Katkovsky, 1967 I MacDonaId,
1971; Loeb, 1975) ff» on.the other hand, mothers are either
over-protective, directive, or la a ve S.er.s real is tic expect¬
ations regarding their children's academic achievement, their
children are more likely to be external Critical and irri¬
tating mothers with negative attitude or evaluations also
tend to produce ex ternal children (Baumrind, 1S}66 9 Loeb, 1975) .
Table 9
Parental Behaviours and Students? Locus of Control
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N - 600
From Table 9» we could see that parents! behaviours
do affect their children's control orientation. To be speci¬
fic, more controlling parents are likely to cause external
children while internal children tend to report less con¬
trolling parents «, The main ef f ec lL t'J of parental behaviours on
students locus of control were found to be significant in
the present study {P«d»835 P 001). The null hypothesis
that there is no significant difference in locus of control
between students of more controlling parents and those of less
controlling parents is therefore rejected. That parental be¬
haviours can influence childrens locus of control is once ag¬
ain confirmed by a sample of Hong Kong secondary students,
In the fifth Mental Health Wee'k recently held in Hong
Kong (June, 1982), Mrs Miu, a clinical psychologist, exp¬
lained while addressing an assembly that parentss attitudes
could often create psychological stress on their children.
She suggested that parents should not expect too much of their
children, nor should the expectations be too low She explain¬
ed that when the expectations were too high, children often
failed to meet them, If the expectations were too low, child¬
ren would not be provided with adequate stimulation to succeed.
On the other hand, parents should be fair and behave consis¬
tently when teaching or punishing their children. They should
not be too directive becatise this w 111, among other things ,
have bad effects on the children s creativity, In addition,
negative comments that may hurt the children psychologically
should be avoided. Also addressing the gathering was Mrs. Lo,
an Education Department officer who is responsible for the
Students' Counselling Section of the Department, She empha¬
sized the importance of agreement reached between families
and schools so that children would nor; be at a loss as re ¬
gards teaching methods used by parent.:.- an. J teachers . She a 1 s o
pointed out that if both parents ana a school author! ties
understand what each other expects of the children, this
would go a long way towards helping the children develop a
sound mental health. She finally warned that children1s psy¬
chological imbalance was often a result of .neglect on the
part of the parents„
The results of the present study suggest that the
effects of parental behaviour on Hong Kong children's con¬
trol orientation are largely due to mother's behaviour and
are independent of the degree of father control. From Table 9?
it is also clear that there are no interaction effects (such
as more controlling fathers and less controlling mothers, or
less controlling fathers and more controlling mothers) on the
students' locus of control As pointed out by Loeb (1975)»when
parents exercise excess control over their children and are
highly directive, they tend to demand strict obedience from
their children. In this way, the children will find it ext¬
remely difficult, if not impossible, to establish a sense of
autonomy. On the other hand, less directive but more sugges¬
tive parents are very much conducive to the development of
internality on the part of the children because these child¬
ren are allowed to play an important part in their own affairs
and are responsible for the outcomes, Their self-confidence
is also greatly enhanced as a result,.
It could be seen that parental behaviours towards their
children have much to do with their children1s locus of con¬
trol • If they are sympathetic towards thoir children1s pro¬
blems and difficulties, show tolerance and provide them with
positive encouragement, their children viXi feel much secure
and be brave enough to accept responsib.il 1 ty for whatever
they have undertaken. Thus they are likely to be internal
If, on the other hand, they express impatience or even re¬
jection towards their children's errors while learning, their
children will be likely to feel threatened and adopt defen¬
sive mechanism by attributing their mistakes to forces over
which they have no contro 1 ins tead of accepting responsibi. 1 i-
ties for those mis takes they have made „ Therefore, these
children tend to have external locus of control.
Socio-E c on o m i c Stat us and L o c us o :f C o n t rol
It was interesting to note that while most Western
literature reported posi tive corrc 1 ation. be tween socio-econ-
omic status (SES) and subjects9 locus of control (LC), the
difference did not reach significance level in a sample of
Hong Kong secondary school students used in. the present
study. Table 10 and Table 31 present the results of the ana¬
lysis of variance.
Table 10
Comparison of Means in Locus of Control between Students of
Lower SES and Those of Higher SES







1.296 11l C!a . 0 - ft
Note. 1. SES 1 - lower SES group
SES 2 = higher SES group
2. df = 1598
Table 1 1
Comparison of Mean in Locus of Control Scale betweenJ.
Students of Different Levels of Family Income










0.9 7 n o s «
Note, 1. Gp. 1 = low income gp it V.P 5 ) —- mi d d 1 e i n c o m e g p „
Cp • 3 ™ high income gp•
2. df = 2597
It could be seen, from Table 0 f h: i (: sfudents f r om dif¬
ferent SES families d let not have si girt r'.ie;n;.t di f fere nee in
the LC scores. 1hon fa mi ly income is unco as fche sole yard¬
stick for measuring socio-economic s ta tus of the subjects'
families, the non-sinif icance s till holds, Table 11 even
shows that students who came from high-income families had
lower EC scores (i,e more external) than those who belonged
to low and middle-income families, which is contrary to the
findings of many Western, studies on the subject. The explan¬
ation for this might be as follows:
The subjects of the present s tody are students of the
same educational level and similar s tand.ards, all being Form
Three students in Government and Government aided secondary
schools in Hong Kong, In fact, as from September, 1980, all
children in Iiong Kong are enti tied to nine yearsf free edu¬
cation up to 15 years of age or Form litree standard. Thus
a lack of education on the part of the lower income group
which is often associated with less opportunities to mani¬
pulate the environment successfully does not apply to the
600 Form Three students used as subjects of the present study.
Moreover, it seems that in Hong Kong, parents' child-
rearing practices exert a greater influence than the fami¬
ly's socialconomic s tatus on the chi 1 drsn.' 55 generalized
expectancies® Finally, since some sobjoe is may not know their
family income and educational level of their parents, accuracy
of some of the SPS data may be in doub t. 'the possibility thai
this might affect the results of .the present study should not
be ruled out.
Sex a nd 1,a ens of Con tro 1
In this study, it was hypothesized that male students
are more internal than female students® The results were found
to be in line with such an expectation« Table 12, is a summary
of the results of the analysis of variance 5
Table 12
Comparison of Means in the Locus of Control Scale
Between Ma 1 e Students and Fema 1 e S tuden !;s








No te. 1. Population mean = 12®05.
2. df = 1598
Table 12 reflects that boys had significantly higher
LC scores (more internal) than girls. Thus the null hypothe¬
sis that there is no significant difference in locus of
control between male students and female students is rejected,,
That sex difference could influence Hong Kong secondary stu¬
dents1 belief regarding locus of control could be explained,
as follows:
Although an increasing number of females work in soci¬
ety, Hong Kong students are still under the influence of tra¬
ditional Chinese thinking that males should bo the chief
bread-winners of the families• They are expected to make
independent decisions and chart the course for their own
future They are made to realize that only through their own
efforts and hardwork can they achieve continuous self-befcter¬
ms 111 and support a family financially. Comparatively speaking,
Hong Kong females tend to be more external. In general, they
pla3 a more dependent role, with many of them regarding their
fate as being largely determined by a few signifleant others
including their future husband. A large number of girls in
Hong Kong s till have the belief that their future well-being
is often influenced by outside forces over which they have
no control. Moreover, from the s ocie tys point of view, mar-
ried women in Hong Kong are expected to pay more attention
to their children and busband, and take good care of the
family affairs. Before important decisions are made, they
often consult their husband, and seek his opinions. Because
of different social ro 1 es boys and g:i r 1 s a.re expect©d to
play in society in the future, Hong Kong's male students
are likely to be more internal than their female counter¬
parts .
Typos o P School and Loc. r o i' ('b»j troI,
Test Anxiety and Level of' Aspiration
11)1(5 13 130X0’ ±8 0X08 8 1) 1:11 I I 1 011 0 3 0.130 05 ‘11V’
5011,001 0 3.111 8 0X
Table 13
Ciros s t a h u 1 a t i o n o :f S ub j e c t s b y
School Type and Sex
Boys Girls HpJ- •-» 11 Ot. ct J
Boys5 schools
Girls 1 sc ho o1s
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Tables l4, 15 and 16 show the influence of school
types on students' locus of control,, test anxiety and level
of aspiration. Duncan's multiple ranye test was employed
for the three dependent variables.
Table l'
Comparison of Means in Locus of Control Scale
anions Students from Different Typos of Schools










5 . 17 0. C)1
Note. 1 Types 1, 2 and 3 represent boys3 , girls? and co¬
educational schools respeclively,
2. Alpha level = (3,05; df = 597 •
»
It could be s een from Tab 1 e 14 th 11 s 11idents of the boys'
schools had significantly higher locus of control scores than
those who came from girls' and co-educational schools, This
implies that students of boys' schools tend to be more in¬
ternal than students of other school types. This could be
explained by different school environment, learning atmos¬
phere and tradition in each school type that help develop in
their students different views as regards determinants of re¬
inforcements , That Hong Kong male students tend to be more
internal than their female counterparts is once again con-
f i r me d.
Table 15
Comparison of Means in. Test Anxiety Scale among
Students from Different Types of Schools










16 „ 58 0,0001
Note .«.-11I.UP 1. Types 1, 2 and 3 represent boys 1 , girls' and co«
edueationa 1. schools respee fc:i. -e 1 y ,
2, Alpha = 0,05; d:f = 597 •
Table 16
Comparison of Means in Level of Aspiration Scale
among Students from Different Types of Schools











Note . 1, Types 1, 2 and 3 represent boys' t girls5 and co¬
educational schools respectively.
2. Alpha level - 0,05; df = 597.
Results presented in Table 1 y novoal.od. that a (:.ncien rs
from girls1 schools had the highest scores in the Test Anxi¬
ety Scale (i.e. more anxi ous in tes t~AiUe situations) , They
were followed by those from co—educa tion-'d schools and boysf
schools. The differe nee in anxiety scores among the three
groups reached the 0.05 significance level Since female
students were found to be more external than male students
in the present study, and since externality is often associ¬
ated with a higher level of anxiety, it follows logically
that girls in Hong Kong tend to be more anxious than boys.
Similar line of reasoning could be employed to explain why
students from boys5 schools tend to have a higher level of
aspiration as suggested by the result::-; of Table 16. As a
matter of fact, male students in Hong Kong are generally
found to be aiming higher than female students as far as
academic pursuit and future career expectations are concerned.
Since many of the male students realize -that- their future
responsibility and the heavy burden of financially supporting
a family they are expected to shoulder, they are often highly
motivated to succeed.
Implications of the Theory of Locus of
—i nil n nnrr»M h r —[ rv ummiwnimmm .m ..i— w-M mma H— I
Control in Hong Kong
There is no doubt that the theory of locus of control
can shed light on the way in which students in Hong Kong per-
coivo events that happen to therm It is also instrumental in
understanding the mentality of iriclividua! students.
As shown in the present study, locus of control (in¬
ternal control or external control) on the part of the stud¬
ents could be used to explain students' level of anxiety as
weJ1 as their level of aspiration. This is very important in
understanding students1 behaviour which could in turn prove
to be very useful in studentsf counsel11 iv; work in Hong Kong
secondary schools It is generally agreed that a high level
of anxiety (especia11y debiiitating anxiety) is often harm¬
ful to one1 s mental health. In addition, at highly anxious
student cannot concentrate on his work and thus often fail to
achieve what he could have been able to do He is also nor
courageous enough to face and take up new challenges which
would bo constantly brought before him as a result of this
%
fast-developing and ever-changing economy of Hong Kong. Now
that a higher level of anxiety on the part of secondary stu¬
dents in Hong Kong was found to be significantly related to
their external locus of control, attention should be focused
on modifying their generalized expectancies so as to help thorn
reduce their debilitating anxiety Suitable advice could also
be given to students so that their level of aspiration matches
their abilities and potential!
consideration should be given to their interests and
personality.
1. i m:i tat i. oris of t ho : I x.i?y
Although the present study lias airnluced several en¬
couraging results, there are lirni ta t i 01 r : i..n fcho f ollowi ng
aspects:
1. The sample size is small« On; - 600 sub.jects from 12
local secondary schools (all in the nubile sector — Govern-W v
menfc and aided secondary schools in hong Kong) were used for
this study» The samples were, moreover, solooted from chosen
schools and not random samples of secondary students in Hong
Kong. So sampling errors may exist in the present; study.
2. The locus of control of a s tudent may change over
time, especially when he grows older and becomes more mature
psychologically, and has more experience oV life. The present
study has, however, not taken into account this maturation
factor and its possible effect on a student's perception of
his locus of contro1.
3. When the Form Three students wore asked to state
their future desired career, they might not have thought of
such a question before. Furthermore, as a result of a possi¬
ble lack of a clear underslanding of themselves and know¬
ledge of the employment world, their answers to that quest¬
ion might not reflect their future desirable career. Since
this factor is likely to influence the accuracy of the data
collected from Part Four of the Questionnaire (on Level of
Aspiration), readers should road more e;»: k;ervat ively the
results o f the corre 1 a 1:1 on be tween Ho r . ;g soconda: • y
s tude111s ' 1 ocus of c o111ro 1 arid thei r i 'c .1 o 1' as pira i;i on ,
i e In order to .find out their •ducal ,i cnal expectatio ns
which served as one of the indicators fchr t reflected their
level of aspiration, the subjects were asked to state'their
plan after their Form Three studies But it was generally
expected that most of them would like to choose furthering
their studies in Form Four in a grammar school, even if they
could not obtain a subsidized Form Four place in the public
sector„ Indeed the results of a survey reported in Ming Pao
Daily on 27th July, 1981 revealed th t of the 285 Form Throe
students sampled, 93f wished to attend a Form Four class in a
grammar secondary school „ Only l'fl planned to find work after
completing Form Three „ The samples o.1 that survey came from
12 subsidized, grant; and private secoat-iry schools in Ilony;
Kong, Itowloon arid the New Terri tories, Similar percentages
(91.5c;b and 0.83%) were found in the present study,, So the
answers to this question of the questionnaire used in this
study may not reflect whether or not the subjects have a
higher love 1 of as 1 ira tion .
5„ The weight s assigned to eae h it 111 e first 111 ree
questions and the fourth question in tl c Level of Aspiration
Scale may be ar bi trary .
6 Tlie families' S1CS was do torni nod by the parents1
educational level, present employment asui position held, as
well as the monthly family income. But; the above SES indi¬
cators may not necessarily be positively related and they
may not be of equal weights.
7 0 The subjects may not know the educational level of
their parents, especially the number of years of education
their parents received in the pas t So this information
may not be very accurate.
CIIAPTCH V r. SUMMARY AND R 1C 0H id D ATI ON S
Summary%'tfiiri itiIrrmimwiinr'~nTvf'r'T
Trie present study was intended., to find out tlie rela¬
tionship between Hong Kong secondary students1 locus of con¬
trol and their level of anxiety and aspiration while controll¬
ing for socio-economic status» It was hoped that the results
of the study would help teachers and student counsellors
to better understand the problems of their students and pro¬
vide suitable advice accordingly• It also aimed at identify¬
ing some of the determinants that might be accountable for
s tudents ' genera11zed expectancies.
This study was mainly a survey research A question¬
naire was prepared as an instrument of Iho survey» It con¬
sists of two scales (the Locus of Con fro.1 Scale and the Test
Anxiety Scale) and 111ree sets of q11esti oxs tha.t were desit:nod
to find out the possible influence that parental behaviourt
socio-economic status and subjects' sex might have on stud¬
ents' locus of control The questionnaire was administered
to 600 Form Three students under normal classroom situation
with a teacher in charge of the affair» The time for corn-
pie ting the whole questionnaire was about 'lO minutes The
subjects came from three boys', three girls' and six co¬
educational schools. These schools were either government or
government-aided, secondary schools in Hong Kong, They were
scattered throughout the territory with four schools on Hong
Kong- Island, two in Kowloon, three in Nov Kowloon (urban
areas north of the Boundary Street) and three in the New
Territories. The sample consis ted of 280 males and ')20 fe¬
males. The average age was l4»86„
Locus of control is concerned with the extent to which
individuals believe they can influence the outcomes of situ¬
ations. If students believe that their own behaviour and ef¬
forts can largely influence the outcomes, they are said to
be internal while those external ones tend to relate the
outcomes to fate, luck, chance or powers beyond their control.
Rotter's 29-item Internal-External Control Scale was used to
measure subjects' locus of control. The maximum scores of the
Scale were 23 with the six filler items not being calculated.
One mark was given to an answer that indicated internal ten-
i
dency but no marks were given to those reflecting external
control. The higher the scores a student received, the more
internal he tended to be.
Anxiety referred to fear and uncertainty on the part
of the subjects in test-like situations, It was measured by
a 30-item Test Anxiety Scale with higher scores suggesting
a higher level of anxiety. Level, of aspiration signifies the
subjects' educational expectations and occupational ambition.
Some variables including parental behaviour towards
their children, family's socio-economic status and sex were
hypothesized as detcrzninants of a s n.tdent1 s locus of control ,
The correlation between different types of schools in win oh
students were attending and their locus of control was also
examined„
The following results were obtained in this study:
1. Reliability of the Instruinents» The reliabilitynmngreH.mun.jww uiunretwun-rurcjAi-»i»'»-v»i»waiMy«»ny',wa»ai««—»M»H.WI i mm:ww»»»mwia..cw.»ct•-IJ.~I.itj,-.am.,aux
coefficients (Cronbach's alpha) of the Locus of Control, Scale,
Test Anxiety Scale, Father Control and. Mother Control Scales
we re f o un d to be 0 „ 719 0.808 , 0.6 28 a ri 1 0 62 9 r e s p e e t in e 1 y,
which were reasonably high.
2, Locus of Control and Anxietv Results of the par-
tial correlation indicated that while con trolling for SES,
locus of control and anxiety were significantly correlated
( r = -02552, p £ 00001). This implied that a students
with external control tended to he more anxious than the in¬
ternals Therefore the hypothesis that with SES being held,
constant, the correlation between students' locus of control
and their level of anxiety tends to be zero was rejected.
3. Locus of Control and Level of Aspiration. It wasMm.ilI- r, mmn..i . - trrT.iri.mrri.i~-r-iihitiitiiurnrr.rnn—nii-niai-ir-mtn-i «i-n-»r-•—-r—ii,i--r-Ti-r—It---i »t-.——a.
found that while controlling for SES, locus of control and
level of aspiration were significantly correlated ( r=0.0724,
p 0.05). This inferred that subjects with an internal con¬
trol tended to have a higher level of educational expectations
and job ambition while the level of aspiration on the part
of externals tended to be comparatively low. Thus the hypo-
thesis that with SES being' held coiih tan I:, the correlation be¬
tween students1 locus of control and their level of aspiration,
tends to be zero was also rejected..
4 Parental Attitude and Locus of Control. Results ofmwmminnfiwfniKiiini.yc.m«w|vm11r- mi'fi i f - -in--runfTr~~iri»rnnnwihimqim—ti -m—i——r-rn« tw»•«ii»«»'.«» »«««
this study revealed that those students with more control.ling
parents tended to be more external while internal subjects
were generally associated with less controlling parents. The•«vl
analysis of variance showed that the hypothesis that there is
no significant difference in locus of control between students
of more controlling parents and those of less controlling ones
was rejected at the 001 significance level However, it was
noted that the effects of parental behaviour on Hong Kong
students8 locus of control were mainly due to mother1s be¬
haviour and were independent of the extent of father control
No interaction effects between fathers and mothers were found
i
on subjects1 mean scores of the locus of control scale
5 Socio-economic Status and Locus of Control. Stu-tii—••rtmmi nim--Tmnr-nri-inMinrumntr'frr»rrmimrurri-r'Tfr'ffifc-r'ifrrn n—r-i-fy-—irr—'ranrrrr»iimTfrnr—n—--?—T—--j—mmnnirrirT-)rrii-TtnT«nnT»o|Wffn««iii—r»
dents' socio-economic status (SES) was .found not to have sig¬
nificant effects on their locus of control Neither did their1
family income have. Thus the hypothesis that there is no sig-
nificant differentce between students of cIif'ferent 1 evels of'
SES could not be rejected in the setting of Hong Kong
6® Sex and Locus of Control. Hoys were found to score
statistically higher than girls in the locus of control scale
which suggested that boys tended to bo more internal than
girls . The analysis of variance showed I,'a.t the hypothesis
that there is no significant di:fferenco '» n. locus of control
between male studen i;s and female s tudon Is was rejected at
the 0.05 significance level.
7. Type of School and Locus of Control, Test; Anxiety
and Level of Aspiration. Results of the analysis of variancei»»ii—mniminin'if. m~.nni 11111r—frr ~nf—1WW—m'•bmwws'w'1huw
revealed that students of boys' schools tended to be more
internal (F= 5 • 117 » P 0.01) , less anx 1 ous ( P=2 X6 „ 58 , p 0.0001)
and have a higher level of aspiration (F=1 '4. 46, p 0.0001) .
This once again confirmed that compared with male students,
female students tend to be more external, more anxious and
have a lower level of aspiration.
R ecoi nme nd a t i o n srv- • n atiiinnmwirmiiiitw iwi.•vrrv
The recommendations that follow merit consideration
for further studies :
1. Based on the findings of the present study, it is
reasonable to conclude that the theory of locus of control
can be used to explain Hong Kong secondary school students'
behaviour. It is therefore recommended that Hong Kong
secondary teachers, student counsellors and all those inter¬
ested in students' personality and psvc11ological developmentJ.
should have a thorough understanding of the theory and use it
whenever appropriate as an analytical tool in explaining
students behaviour arid in helping- Idiom solve their personal
problems. The theory should be of value in Hong; Kong.
2. A similar survey is recommended using students 'Tom
f .
other academic levels (e.g. primary or seal or secondary) as
subjects. Students from provocations 1 and secondary technical
schools could be included as samples.
3 • Inves tigati. on of t he re 1 a t i o 1is h:L p be tween 1 o cus o f
control and other suitable personality variables such as
c onf or mi ty, aggre s s ive t e ndency a rid r is k~1 aki ng be havi o ur
may also be worthy of consideration.
4. The 1ocus of control sea1e cou1d be rewritten so
that the contents are even more suitable to Hong Kong' s
special situation.
5. A replication of the present study could also be
extended to a larger sample size based on the method ofV- f i.
stratified random sampling. Tills would be much more desirable
because students from private schools will also be included
and in this way Hong Kong students would be better repre¬
sented in the enlarged sample
6. Similar stndv of the relationshio between locus ofvf -it
control and level of anxiety and aspiration while controlling• 1 t )
for sex is worthy of consideration.
7. The device of a better instrument that can be used
to accurately reflect subjects' socio-economic status is
also suggested.
8. Tlie effect of age on a student's locus of control
might also be worth, investigating.
9 • Results of this study surges tc u tlja t external stu¬
dents tended to bo more anxious „ But ol; email ty might also
be a consequence of, rather than a cause that is accountable
for, anxiety. Further investigations on the relationship
between the two variables is therefore recommended so that
hopefully, a better understanding of the subject could be
brought about.
10, Instead of studying locus of control on the part of
Hong Kong secondary students, a cross-cultural comparison is
recommended, so that locus of control of students from dif¬
ferent countries (such as Singapore, China, South Korea,
Japan, the U.S., the U.K. as well as Bong Kong) could be
compared. An attempt could also be made ;: find out the main
causes that lead to a s tudent1s intorna3 or externa1 contro1
in the different cu 1 tura 1 se11itigs .
Based on the findings of the present study, the fol¬
lowing three aspects should be noted:
Firstly, if further investigations also find that a
student's debilitating anxiety is a result of his belief in
external control, a programme should be devised, by student
counsellors or educational psychologisfcs to modify such an
external tendency. More attention should be paid to girls
as they tend to be more external ami e; u ' '-us
Secondly,, proper advice should 1 so i.ven. to a tiKiorits
so that their level of aspiration imm i: or too hi gh nor
too low, but corresponds with their abilities and potentials«
Thirdly, parents should be made to realize that
neither excess control nor over-pro tectirig is good to child¬
ren To help children grow healthily and happily, parents in
Hong Kong should have more realistic expectations of their
children's achievements and show more concern for their
growth, mentality and. behaviour To be more accepting and
supportive will also be conducive to the personality develop-
ment of the chi 1 dren «,
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Appendix A
2.Be ® t ionna i r e
This questionnaire consists of P1ve parts. Please••••»''»•»
answer quickly each question in each part Do not write any¬
thing on this questionnaire,, Put all your answers on the
Ans we r S he e t pr ov i d e d .
Part One
The following questions are intended to find out the
way in which certain events affect different people« Each
item consists of a pair of alternatives lettered A and B•
Please write A or B in the appropriate box on the Answer
Sheet Your choice indicates what von more strongly believe
to be the case as far as you are concerned« This is a measure
of personal belief« Obviously, there are n.o right or wrong
»
answers.
1. A) Many of the unhappy things in people's lives are
partly due to bad luck.
B) People's misfortunes result from the mistakesJL
they make„
2 . A) No matter how hard you tryrnaiiy r•eoi:1 e just don t
like you.
B) People who can't get others to like them don1t under¬
stand how to get along with others,
3- A) X find that whatever was determined by destiny
ac tually hap j ens.
B) Trusting to fate has never turned out as well for me
as making a decision to take a dcri.nlto course of
action„
k. A) In the case of the well prepared, s undent, there is
rarely if ever such a thing as an unfair test.
B) Many times questions on an examination tend, to be so
unrelated to course work that studying is really
useless .
5. A) Becoming a success is a matter of hard work5 luck
has little or nothing to do wi tlx it.
B) Luck is no less important in success than h r cl w o' k
6 A) When I make plans, X am almost certain that X can
make them work.
B) Xt is not always wise to plan too far ahead because
many things turn out to be a matter of good or bad
fortune any11ow»
7 A) There are certain people who are .just no good.
B) There is soine good in everybody,
8. A) One should a]ways be willing to admit mistakes.
B) It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.
9 • A) In the long run, the bad things that happen to us
are balanced by good ones.
B) Most misfortunes are the rosu.11 of lack of abilitv
ignorance, laziness, or all three
10, A) Sometimes X caul t understand how teachers arrive ot
t lie marks 11 ley gi ve .
B) There is a direct connection be Litre en how hard I study
and the marks 1 got •
1,1. A) The life of a person is pre-determined and he does
not have the power to change it.
B) It is impossible for me to believe that chance or
luck plays an important role in my life.
12, A) People are lonely because they dorP t try to be
friendly.
B) There is not much use in trying too hard to please
people ; if they 2.ike you, they 1 i,Ice you„
13- A) There is too much emphasis on sports in secondary
schools,
B) Team sports are an excellent way to build character.
14, A) My future is in my hands.
B) Many times I feel that I don8t have enough control
over the direction my life is taking,
15. A) Young people get into trouble because their parent
punish them too much.
B) The trouble with most young people nowadays is that
their parents are too easy with them.
16 . A One of the major reasons why no have wars is because
peop 1 e clori1 !; t:i!e enough i. r11e;1 es I An po 1 i t i cs .
B) There will always be wars, no ma iter how hard people
t ry to prove r11 111 em
17. A) In the long run, people get the respect they deserve
in this world
B) Unfortunately, an individual's worth often passes
unrecognized no matter how hard he tries
18. A) The idea that teachers are unfair to students is
nonsense.
B; Most students don't realize the extent to which their
marks are influenced by accidental happenings.
19. A) Without the right breaks one cannot be an effective
leader.
B) Capable people vho fail, to become leaders have not
taken advantage of their opportunities
20. A) Heredity plays the major role in determining one's
personality
B) It is one's experiences in life which determine
what they're 1ikea
21. A) The average citizen can have an Influence in govern-
ment decisioris ,
B) Hi is worl d i s r u n b y t h e f e w n o op 1 e i n p o w er, a n d
there is not much the little guy can do about it.
22. A) In my case ye 11 i rig what I wan I has .lit, fclo or no th j.rv
to do with luck.
B) Many times we night just as we 11 decide what to do
by flippi11{; a ccin.
23. A) Who -gets to be the boss often depends on who was
lucky enough, to be in the right place first.
B J Getting- people to do the right thing depends upon
ability: lucK has little or nothing to do with it,
2k. A) As far as world affairs are concorned, most of us are
the victims of forces we can neither understand,
nor control.
B) 4 By taking an active part in political and social
affairs the people can control world events,,.y
25. A) Most people don t realize .the extent to which theii
lives are con tro 11 ed by acci.de n ta 1 happenings .
B) [liere really is no such thing as luck.m» - -
26 . A.] It is hard, to know whether or not a person really
likes you.
B) How many friends you have depends upon how nice a
person you are.a
27. A) With -joint efforts, we can -wine out corruption.
B) It is difficult for people to have much control over
the things government officers: and businessmen do
28. A)
B'
A good leader expects people (o decide for themselves
what the?y shou 1 d do .
A good loader makes it clear f o evoryfoody what their
jobs are,
29. A) Most of the time X can5 t unders tanti whv politicians4 it
behave the way they do.
b) In the long run, the people are responsible for
b ad governmont,
Part Two
The follow iiig qi.ie s tions aro aboi11 !; iow you f e e 1 and o
have no right or wrong answers «, Write A or B on the Ans wex-
Shee t, depending on whether you say yes or no to the
ques tion
1 Do you worry when the teacher says that she is going to
ask you questions to find how much you know?
A • Y©£ B. No
.2 s» Do you worry about being promoted at the end of the
school year?
A $ Yes B No
3. When the teacher asks you to get up in front of the class
and read aloud, are you afraid that you are going to make
some b ad mi s t a Ice s ?
A. Yes B . N o
k. When the teacher says that she is going to call upon some
boys and girls in the class to do arithmetic problems,
do you hope that she will call upon someon© else and
not on you?«0T
A. Yes B, No
5. Do you sometimes dream at night that you cannot answer
the teacher's questions?
A Yes B. No
6 . When the teacher says that she is going to find out how
much you have learned, does your heart begin to beat
faster?
A. Yes B. No
7 When the teacher is teaching you about arithmetic, do you
feel that o 1Iter c 1 assraates unders i;.n-• 1 tor be 11er thait you'
A Yes B No
8. When yon are in bed at night, do yon sometimes worry
about how you perform in class the next day?
A Yes B No
9. When the teacher asks you to write on the blackboard in
front of the class, does the hand you write sometimes
s hake a lit11e?
A, Yes B No
10 When the teacher is teaching you about English readers,
do you feel that other classmates under3tand her better
than you?
A. Yes B. No
11. Do you think you worry more about school than other
students?
A. Yes D „ No
12. When you are at home and you are thinking about your
arithmetic lesson for the next day, do you become afraid
that you will get the answers wrong when the teacher
calls upon you?
A. Yes B. No
13 you are sick and miss school, do you worry that you
will do more poorly in your schoolwork than other class-
ma t e s who n y ou re t urn to s e h oo1?
A, Yes B No
. Do you some times dream at night that o ther boys and girls
in your class can do things you cannot do?
.A.. Yes 13 „ No
15 • When .you are home and you are thinking about your English
lesson for the next day, do you worry that you will do
poorly on the lesson?
A. Yes B. No
16. When the teacher says that she is going to bind out how
much you have learned, do you get a funny feeling?
A. Yes B. No
17- If you did very poorly when the teacher called on you,
would you probably feel like crying (even though you
wo u 1 d. try not to cry) ?
A. Yes B« No
18 Do you sometimes dream at night that the teacher is angry
because you do not know your lesson?
A. Yes B No
19. Are you afraid of school tests?
A Yes B. No
20. Do you worry a lot before you take a test?
A. Yes B. No
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21, Do you worry a lot while you are taking a test?
A. Yes B. No
22. Af ter you have taken a test do you worry about how tivell.
you did on he test?
A. Yes B. No
23. Do you sometimes dream at night that Yrou did poorly on
a test you had in. school that day?
A. Yes B. No
24. When you are taking a test, does the hand you write with
shale a little?
A. Yes B. No
25. When the teacher says that she is goi.n to give the class
a test, do you become afraid that you will do poorly?
A. Yes B. No
26. when you are taking a hard test, do you forget s ovine things
you knew very well before you started taking the test?
A.Yes B. No
27. Do you wish. a lot of times that you didn't worry so much
about tests?
B. NoA. Yes
28. When the teacher says that she is going to give the class
a test, do you get a nervous foeling?
A. Yes D. No
18
29.while you are taking a test do you usually think you
are doing poorly?
A. Yes B. No
30. while you are on your way to school do you sometimes
worry that the tc acher may give the class a test?
A. Yes B. No
Part Three
The following questions are concerning your parents'
behaviour towards you. Vri te A on the Answer Sheet if you
say yesu to the ques tion, or R if you say no.
1«, Enjoys talking things over with me.
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A. Yes B. No
2• Keeps reminding me about things I am not allowed to do.
(Father) A Yes D. No (Mother) A Yes B No
3® Thinks Ism not grateful when I donA t obey.
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A. Yes B. No
k• Loses her (his) temper with me when X don't help around
the house.
(Fatiier) A. Yes B „ No (Mother) A. Yes B. No
5. Always listens to my ideas and opinions.
(Father) A. Yes B , No { M51her) A0 Yes B No
6• Doesn't approve of my getting angry»
(Father) A. Yes B» No (Mother) A Yes B, No
7. Would like me to spend most of my free time with herhim.
(Father ) A. Yes B No (Mother) A. Yes B No
8. Acts as though Ip in the way.
(Father) A. Yes B, No (Mother) A.• Yes B, No
9 . Doesn't talk with me very much.
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A. Yes B. No
lo. Gives me the choice of what to do whenever possible
(Father) A. Yes B N o ( M o t! i e r) A Y o s B N o
11„ Often forgets to get things I need.,
(Father) A. Yes B No (Mo trier) A Yes B. No
12 Let me go to any place I please wi thoufc asking
(Father) A Yes B. No (Mother) A Yes B, No
13. Allows me to tell herhim if I think my ideas are better
t han hershis
(Father) A Yes D No (Mother) A, Yes B No
1k. Makes me feel better after talking over my worries
wi t h h e rhi m.
(Father) A Yes B No (Mother) A Yes B. No
15 Keeps the home in order by having a lot of rules arid
regulations for me,— ft
(Father) A Yes B, No (Mother) A Yes B. No
16 Sometimes says that I'm stupid or dumb.
(Father) A„ Yes B, No (Mother) A Yes B. No
17 Enjoys it when I bring friends to my iioine,
(Father) A Yes B „ No (Mother) A, Yes B. No
18. Always tells me exactly how to do i;?y cork.
(Father) A, Yes B. No (Mother) A Yes B No
19 • Almost always speaks to me with a am and friendly voice,
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A, Yes B, No
2 0 . Worr i e s ab o u t i ny lie a 11 h »
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A, Yes B. No
21 Almost always punishes me in some way when I am bad
(Father) A, Ye s B » No ( Mo t .e r) A. Ye s B . N o
22» Excuses rny bad conduct.
(Father) A 0 Ye s B , No ( I lo t tier ) A f Yes II No
23 Enjoys staying; home with. me more than yci ny; out with.
Friends .
(Father) A» Yes B» No (Mother) A. Yes B, No
24. OFten speaks of the good things I do.
(Father) A. Yes B. No (Mother) A. Yes B« No
25• Asks me to tell everything that happens when I'm away
From home.
(Father). A. Yes B „ No (Mother) A. Yes B. No
26. Enjoys talking about the news with me.
(Father) A„ Yes B No (Mother) A. Yes I] No
Part Fou
Answer the [following questions : (On. the provided
An s we r S he et , write the letter you have chosen or answe
the questions,)
1 tfi11 you try to take the matriculation examination of
local universities or universities abroad?
A. Yes B Nc
2, Do you believe that you will succeed in entering n
university?
A„ Yes B» No
3. When you Binsih Form Three, what do you plan to do?
A. continue to study in Form Four In a grammar school,
B• continue to study a craftsman course in a technical
ins titute.
C. discontinue school and take up a job,
D. take up a job in the day time and attend an evening1
school to further my studies at night.
E» others (please elaborate):
k. The first preference of your future occupation is:
( PIease also indi cate j ob posi 11 o11. )
Part Five
Answer the following questions; (On the provided
Answer Sheet, write the letter you have chosen or answer tinI u.—mimnwi n» - I nny-f»i if
ques tions.)
1, My father s e duc a tion 1eve1 is:
A. Primary or below
B, Secondary
C„ Pqst-secondary collegeuniversit;
2 8 My mo t her s e d u c at i on leve 1 i s :
A, Primary or below
B» Secondary
C, Post-secondary co11egeuniversity
3, My father s occupation and posi tion is
4® My mother's occucation and position is;
3. The total monthly income of my family (including income
from all so ur c e s o f my father, m o t h e :r , a nd a 11 o t h e r
family members who live in the family) is;
HK§ month.
.~«w'
(N,B, If you are not very certain, please, as accurately
as possible, try to make an estimate,)
Number of family members;




A lis we r S he e t Sex: Ap;e :
Part One (Write A or R in each box)
12 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 I'I- lb
Id 17 ,18.19 20 21 22 21 2k 2l: o. 0'-J o oA . J1 i• t v1!'«I) ' • | w.tm.ViVtA-
Part Two- - . (Write A or B in each box)
1 2 35 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18. 19 2C 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
Part Three (Write A or B in each, box„The left-hand side belongs
to the father and the rifdit-hand side to the mother)
12 3 ;-l- 5. — ,i,.iii,i,i,i,riiTlniri ii-ir •««« 6 7 8 9 10
_L1 .12 . 13 14 13 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26
Part Four (Write the chosen letter or answer the question)
1 2 3
I;f E is chosen f or ()n No 3 o3.aborate here :
4. First o c c u p a t i o na .1 ore f e r e n c e :
(P1ease a1so indicate job position.)
Part Five (Write the chosen letter or answer the question)
1 2
3 Father5 s j ob and position:
4. Mother's job and position:
5„ Total monthly family income: HK8
No. of family members: ______
No. of those family members who work and earn an
income: (Thank you.)
Appendix B: Questionnaire (Chinese Version
[]‘1.
在答超紙上I ~ 4 ‘‘，，~ ―，
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17. A ) 9
B ) 11‘1
的。
18. A ) ：「老師對學生是不公平的」-這個见解迠沒有意親的。
B ) 大多數學生都不了解偶然發生的事件對他們成績的影響。
hi a : 1VI10
B ) 存才能但未能成爲領袖的人造因爲他們沒打把握機會
20. A ) 逍傅在決定一個人的個性上扮演着屯要的灼式。
B ) 人們的生活經驗決定他們的行爲表现。
21. A ) 7
B ) 這個世界是由少数钌權力者所經營的，一般小市民的影响力适很
有服的。
22. A } 對我來說，得到我所忠要的與運氣的關係極小雄甚至沒有。
B ) 很多時候，我們擲一個硬幣來決定做什麽，，效果同樣迠好的。




24. a ) 就世界事務來說，我們大多數是，我們旣不能了解也不能控制的力
量的犧牲者。
B ) 人們通過積極參與政治及社會事務，就能掌握世界大事。
25. a ) 大多數人不知道他們的生活是受偶然發生的事件所控制的。
B ) 事資上沒有「幸運」這回事
26. A ) 某人是否眞的喜歡你，這是很難知道的。
B ) 你擁有多少朋友显決定於你的行爲表说的。
27. A ) 通過群策群力，我們便可以消除貪汚了。
B ) 人們對政府官員及商入所做的事，很難打太多的管制。
28. A ) 一個良好的領袖預料人們會爲自己決定他彳所腦該做的事。
B ) 一個良好的領袖淸楚地指出侮―個人的職“




寫 A ，如否，則塡寫 B o
1 h I a gf m f 7 m ft ITi ki7 Pjfg in) u I»J m n j - m M nt
9
A 疋 B 否
2. 當學年結束時，你會否憂慮升級的問题？
A 是 B 否
3. m « bs S9 ® i a se is] m 05 «r ® « j» .ia its . s m ia ® «f us x
pt 9
A 是 B 不III
4. 當敎師說她將會叫一位同學在黑板上做數學超時辟你是否希望她會叫
其他同學而不叫你？
A 是 B 不1
5. 0
A 是 B 否
6. 當老師說她要了解你掌握了多少知識時，你的心是否會開始加速跳動
9噢
A 是 B 否
7. 當老師敎授數學時，你會否感覺其他同學比你明白得多？
A 是 B 否
8. 晚上，當你睡在牀上的時候，你楚否有時崧虛明天上課時@己的农現
9鲁




A 是 B 否
11. 在學校褽，你是否覺得岛己比其他同學冇較多趕虛？
A 是 B 不0
12. 當你在家中想着第二天的數學堂時，你是否伶密怕答錯老師問你的[；]
题？”
A 是 B 否
13. 假如你忖生病及告假，當你返回學校時，你色否凝虛你的功課將矜比
其他同學差？
A 3一1|“II 13 否
14. 你是否存時在晚上夢兑其他班中的男女冏，能做到你不能做的事？
A 是 B 否
15. 當你在家中想着第二天的英文堂時，你是否敁虛你的表现不好？
A 是 B 不，土1
16. 7 冇一祯趣的感
覺？




A 是 B 否
15 1111
A 是 B 不II
19. 你是否拔怕學校的測驗？
A 阜 B 13
20. 測驗前你會否感到迎處？
A 是 B 否
21. 當你回答測驗题目時，你是否會感到凝虛？
A 是 33 否
22. 測驗後公你會否憂慮你在測驗中的衷现？
A 是 33 否
23. 你是否苻時在晚上夢見你在當天的學校測驗中左说得不好？
A 是 3 否
24 當你回答測驗题目時，你得寫的手會否稍微發抖？
A 是 B 否
25. 當老師說她卽將給全班一個測驗時，你姑 怕你會在測驗中表说
不好？ ’ ’
A 是 B 否
26. 當你回答艱深的測驗题時，你會否忘記你在測驗前準備得十分熟識
的內容？
A 是 B 否
27. III1‘|
A 是 B 否
wU ？：七11VI參111-1.11‘名1為、411》.1'伪1：：驗2？扩--缠1I
I1全I夕—0-7山VI讀7,11111II









父親 A 是 3 否 母親 A 1 B 否
9A-J. :1(1
父親 A .1.1 B 否 母親 A 1 B 否
3 當我不違從他，她的意見時，他，她會認爲我不感激父母的恩典。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A 是 B 否
4. 當我不幫手料理家務時，他她會對我發脾氣。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A 卑 B 否
5. 總是聆聽我的意見。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A J=LAll. B 否
6. 不准許我發怒。
父親 A B否 母親 A 是 B否
7. if ft R n 8 © M $ m m ft ft o
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A B 否
a 他，她好像是覺得我阻碍他，她的工作。
'x m A 是 B 否 母親 A 疋 B 否
Q 很少和我交談。
5c m A B 否 母親 A B 否
10. 在可能的情況下，擅我逸擇做什麽事。
父親 A B 不 母親 A
I ？ B 否
11. 時常忘卻給我所的束西。
父親 A B 不 1-0怼IX A B 否
12. 准許'我去任何我茲歡去的地方而不加過卩丨]。
父親 A 1:1 B 、11 母親 A ！] B 不1~1
13 准許我告訴他，她我的总从比他，她好。
父親 A B 不 母紐 A B 否
14.7
父親 A B 否 母親 A B 否
15. 給我訂立很多守則和規矩藉以維持一個有條迎的家。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A 疋 B 否
16. 有時對我說我愚蠢或我是啞吧。
父親 A 早 B 否 母親 A 是 B 否
17. 當我帶同朋友返家時，他，她會感到偸快。
父親 A 疋 B 否 母親 A 是 B 否
18. 總是準確地告訴我如何去做我的工作。
父親 A 早疋 B 否 母親 A 是 B 否
19 他，她總是以親切及友善的語氣和我交談。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A B 否
20. 丨制注我的健康。
父親 A B 1-1 ？141；1 A B 否
21. 當我行爲不好時，他，她總足給我某種處別。
父親 A 是 B 否 A B 否
22. 寬恕我的劣行。
父親 A 人 B 否 母親 A 33 否
23. 陪我留在家中比與朋友外出更愉快。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A B 否
24. 時常提及我做過的好事。
父親 A 是 B 否 母親 A 41 B 否
25. 0
父親 A 是 B 否 母 A 是 B 否
26. 與我談論新聞而感到偸快。






A 1疋 B i ??
3. 當你完成中三時，你計細做什麻？
A 00組1所1，十

































紙II1| 件別： 小“!V “
识一部份〔站於每一方格塡以 A III B )
1 9 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 1? 12 ll 15
16 17 18 19 70 21. 22. 22 24 25. 26. 27. 28 29
II ‘1 A R 1
1 7 8 4 5 6 7 8 Q 10 .11 12 12 14 15
1A 17 18 19 70 71 77 72 74. 75 .78 77 78 79 20
I A T ，每一題的左方是關於父親的，而右方是關於母
想的。】
1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 17 1.2 14 15 16 17 18 19 70









I X 齡 人，其中工作及冇收入的人數 乂、
〔完：
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17 Boutique Designer 4
18 Building Surveyor 5
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Customs and Excise Officer
De c or a t i on Wo r ke r







































































































C1 a s s 1 f i c a t i o n o f J o b Ti t .1 c s





















Mo 111 d i n g Ma s t e r
Musician
Nurse







































C1 as s if ication of Jo r fx 11 es


































































































Te xtile ¥0rke r
To ur i s t G-u i d e




























Classification of Job Titlcs
Note. 1. The job titles listed in Appcndix. C are those irdi-
sated in the questiorinaire by the 600 subjects of
the present study.
2. The job titles are classified into five levels with
Level l being the lowest and level 5 the highest
3. The classification is subjective, and it is general-
ly based on the amount of education and professional
training required of the job zdo professional
The social status which a particular job title en-
joys in the community of Hong kong has been taken
into account,


